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Abstract

We propose a general equilibrium model with multiple securities in which in-

vestors’ risk preferences and expectations of dividend growth are time vary-

ing. While time varying risk preferences induce the standard positive relation

between the dividend yield and expected returns, time varying expected div-

idend growth induces a negative relation between them. These o¤setting

e¤ects reduce the ability of the dividend yield to forecast returns and elim-

inate its ability to forecast dividend growth, as observed in the data. The

model links the predictability of returns to that of dividend growth, suggest-

ing speci…c changes to standard linear predictive regressions for both. The

model’s predictions are con…rmed empirically.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The predictability of stock market returns at long horizons has been at the center

of much empirical and theoretical research in …nance in the last decade. For the market

as a whole, high prices, normalized by dividends for example, forecast low future re-

turns, whereas they do not predict high future dividend growth. This evidence has deep

implications for both …nance and macroeconomics. In particular, it has been interpreted

as additional evidence of a time varying price of risk. Still, the statistical evidence is

weak, inconsistent across time periods, and di¤erent across di¤erent assets. This has led

many to challenge the ability of valuation ratios to predict future returns. The behavior

of the aggregate market during the 1990s, which saw high price dividend ratios and high

returns, has only intensi…ed a debate that remains at the center of current research in

asset pricing.1

We show that a general equilibrium model in which both investors’ preferences for

risk and their expectations of future dividend growth are time varying goes a long way

in explaining these empirical …ndings. In particular, while time varying risk preferences

induce the standard positive relation between dividend yields and expected returns, time

varying expected dividend growth induces a negative relation between them in equilib-

rium. These o¤setting e¤ects reduce the ability of the dividend yield to forecast future

returns and, essentially, eliminate its ability to forecast future dividend growth. In our

model, the extent to which these e¤ects cancel each other depends on the properties of

the asset’s cash ‡ow process, thereby yielding di¤erent predictions across di¤erent port-

folios. We also show that traditional linear predictive regressions for both returns and
1For predictability, see, for instance, Campbell and Shiller (1988), Fama and French (1988), Hodrick

(1992), Lamont (1998), and Lettau and Ludvigson (2001). For time varying market price of aggregate

risk, see e.g. the discussion in Campbell et al. (1997, page 496), or Campbell and Cochrane (1999,

page 206). For an early discussion on the performance of predictability regression during the 1990s see

Cochrane (1997, page 10.). For evidence on individual stocks, see Vuolteenaho (2002). On some of the

relevant econometric issues see Richardson and Stock (1989) and Stambaugh (1999).
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dividend growth should be adjusted in speci…c ways to fully capture the informational

content of prices. The modi…ed forecasting regressions indeed show that both future

dividend growth and future returns are strongly predictable, lending strong empirical

support to the economic mechanism we propose.

Our model combines two ingredients. First, we introduce a new model to describe

the cash ‡ow processes of individual assets that is parsimonious, tractable within a

general equilibrium framework, and, most importantly, …ts well the properties of cash

‡ow data.2 Rather than modeling the dividend processes of individual assets, we specify

processes for the fraction (share) that each asset contributes to total consumption. The

shares are bounded between zero and one and, in addition, they sum up to a value that

is always less than or equal to one in every period. We also assume that no asset will

dominate the economy, even in the long run. For this reason, we assume that these shares

mean revert to a long run value which is strictly less than one. Finally, our cash ‡ow

model allows for sources of consumption other than …nancial assets, like labor income and

government transfers, breaking the standard, but unappealing, market clearing condition

that equates dividends with consumption. As a second ingredient we use an external

habit persistence model, similar to the one of Campbell and Cochrane (1999), which

produces time varying preferences for risk and thus a time varying aggregate premium

that agents require to hold risky assets.

We …rst solve for the price dividend ratio of an individual security and show that

it is a linear function of a variable that proxies for expected dividend growth, a variable

that proxies for investors’ aggregate risk tolerance, and, importantly, an interaction term.

For a given expected dividend growth, a decrease in risk tolerance increases the equity

premia on all assets and decreases their price dividend ratios. That is, the variation in
2Our model is closely related to the general equilibrium models of Bossaerts and Green (1990),

who also model dividend processes directly, and Brock (1982), though his is in a production economy

framework. See also Abel (1999), Bansal, Dittmar, and Lundblad (2001), Bakshi and Chen (1997),

Bekaert and Grenadier (2001), and Ang and Liu (2003).
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risk preferences induces the standard negative relation between price dividend ratios and

expected returns. However, for a given investors’ attitude towards risk, an increase in

the asset’s expected dividend growth yields both an increase in its price dividend ratio

and an increase in its equity premium. That is, changes in expected dividend growth

induce a positive relation between price dividend ratios and expected excess returns,

contrary to the common wisdom on return predictability. The reason is that an increase

in expected dividend growth implies that the asset pays farther ahead in the future,

making its price more sensitive to shocks to the aggregate discount rate, that is, to

‡uctuations in the investors’ risk preferences. Since this additional volatility of the asset

is perfectly correlated with changes in investors’ attitude towards risk, it must be priced,

and thus the larger premium. In equilibrium, however, this increase in the premium is

not su¢cient to o¤set the increase in the price dividend ratio that stems from a higher

expected dividend growth, so the positive relation between price dividend ratios and

expected future returns remains, though attenuated.

Notice that it is the combination of time varying expected dividend growth and

time varying aggregate risk preferences that generates this e¤ect: were either of the two

constant, the e¤ect would vanish. Importantly then, the dividend yield may be at times

a poor predictor for future returns, as it may vary opposite to expected excess returns.

Our framework suggests a simple correction to the standard predictability regres-

sion to disentangle the con‡icting e¤ects that shocks to expected dividend growth and

to the preferences for risk have on the expected excess returns of individual assets. We

show that the expected excess rate of return of an asset is a linear function not only of

its dividend yield, but also of its consumption to price ratio, a result for which we …nd

empirical support for the set of industry portfolios that we use in our empirical tests.

In addition, simulations show that the magnitude of the e¤ects generated by our model

matches the one in the data.

The predictability of stock returns is only one side of the coin. Fluctuations in price

dividend ratios must either predict changes in expected returns, changes in the dividend
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growth, or both. In the data, aggregate dividend growth though is not predicted by past

price dividend ratios of the market portfolio. This is to be expected. We show that an

asset’s expected dividend growth is indeed linear in its price dividend ratio, but the slope

coe¢cient is itself a function of the variable driving changes in the aggregate preferences

for risk. Thus, linear regressions that fail to correct for these changes do not reveal the

information on future dividend growth contained in price dividend ratios. As before,

the model suggests a straightforward adjustment to the dividend growth predictability

regressions: divide the price dividend ratio by the corresponding price consumption ratio,

which enters as a control for changes in risk preferences, to obtain the share of dividends

to consumption as a forecasting variable for dividend growth. Our empirical tests …nd

considerable support for this simple adjustment, both for the aggregate market and for

the set of industry portfolios, and con…rm that dividend growth is indeed forecastable –

although not by the price dividend ratio. Importantly, these results obtain in simulated

data as well.

Finally, we link the predictability of dividend growth to the predictability of re-

turns. We show that those assets characterized by a slow mean reversion of expected

dividend growth should have returns that are better predicted by the dividend yield.

Instead if the mean reversion is fast, the consumption to price ratio should be a better

predictor of returns. We provide empirical evidence to corroborate this prediction.

In addition to the voluminous literature on predictability, surveyed, for instance,

in Campbell et al. (1997) and Cochrane (2000), this paper relates to recent empir-

ical work on the relation between valuation ratios, the predictability of returns, and

dividend growth. First, our model provides theoretical support for the empirical …nd-

ings of Vuolteenaho (2002), who shows that for individual assets, changes in expected

returns and changes in expected cash ‡ow growth are positively related, specially for

small stocks. Second, Lettau and Ludvigson (2003) …nd that aggregate dividends are

forecastable, but not by the price dividend ratio and argue for the existence of common

components in expected returns and dividend growth, that they assume exogenously.
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Our model shows that this common component should be expected in equilibrium, as

positive changes in expected dividend growth naturally increase the asset’s riskiness,

and thus its required premium.

We introduce the model in Section II. The theoretical and empirical results are

contained in Sections III and IV respectively. Section V concludes. Proofs are contained

in the Appendix.

II. THE MODEL

II.A Preferences

The economy is composed of a representative consumer who maximizes:

E
·Z 1

0
u (Ct; Xt; t) dt

¸
= E

·Z 1

0
e¡½t log (Ct ¡Xt)dt

¸
; (1)

where Xt denotes the habit level and ½ denotes the subjective discount rate. We assume

throughout that habit is external to the individual, that is, an individual’s habit level

is determined by aggregate consumption rather than by his own.3

The e¤ect of habit persistence on the agent’s attitudes towards risk can be conve-

niently summarized by the surplus consumption ratio, St, de…ned as:

St =
Ct ¡Xt
Ct

: (2)

Movements of this surplus produce ‡uctuations of the local curvature of the utility

function, 1=St, and hence they translate naturally into the corresponding variation on the

prices and returns of …nancial assets.4 Thus, the particular assumptions on the dynamics
3On habit persistence and asset pricing see Sundaresan (1989), Constantinides (1990), Abel (1990),

Ferson and Constantinides (1991), Detemple and Zapatero (1991), Daniel and Marshall (1997), Chap-

man (1998), Li (2001), and Wachter (2001). These papers focus on di¤erent questions than the present

one though.
4As in Campbell and Cochrane (1999), we term ¡uCC

uC
Ct the local curvature of the utility function.

However, in our setting the same calculations as in the appendix of Campbell and Cochrane (1999,

NBER version) imply a value of the Arrow-Pratt coe¢cient of relative risk aversion equal to RRAt =

Y + ½
½+k

¡
Yt ¡ Y

¢
, where Yt = 1=St as in equation (3). With a slight abuse of terminology then, we

refer to Yt as the degree of risk aversion.
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of St are of critical importance. Campbell and Cochrane (1999) assume that log (St)

follows a mean reverting process with shocks that are conditionally perfectly correlated

with innovations in consumption growth. For tractability, we …nd it convenient to instead

impose the stochastic structure on the inverse of the surplus consumption ratio, which

we denote Yt,

Yt =
1
St

=
Ct

Ct ¡Xt
=

1

1 ¡
³
Xt
Ct

´ > 1: (3)

Throughout we refer to Yt as the inverse surplus. Analogously to Campbell and Cochrane

(1999), we assume that it follows a mean reverting process, perfectly negatively corre-

lated with innovations in consumption growth

dYt = k
¡
Y ¡ Yt

¢
dt ¡® (Yt ¡ ¸) (dct ¡ Et [dct]) ; (4)

where Y is the long run mean of the inverse surplus and k is the speed of the mean

reversion. Here ct = log (Ct) and we assume that it follows the process:

dct = ¹cdt+ ¾cdB
1
t ; (5)

where ¹c is the mean consumption growth, ¾c > 0 is a scalar, and B1
t is a Brownian

motion.

The parameter ® > 0 in (4) captures the impact of unexpected consumption

growth on the inverse surplus process. A negative innovation to consumption growth,

for example, results in an increase in the inverse surplus, or, equivalently, a decrease in

the surplus level, capturing the intuition that the consumption level Ct moves further

away from a slow moving habit Xt. The parameter ¸ ¸ 1 ensures a lower bound for the

inverse surplus, and an upper bound for the surplus itself. For instance, if the surplus

St is to live in [0; :1] (as in the calibration of Campbell and Cochrane (1999)) then

Yt 2 [10;1), and this can be guaranteed by setting ¸ = 10. Clearly, we assume that

Y > ¸.

Finally, in our model, as in Campbell and Cochrane (1999), habit is implicitly

de…ned as Xt = Ct (1 ¡ St) and as, a consequence, we must ensure that its joint proper-
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ties with aggregate consumption conform to economic intuition. Speci…cally, we impose

the restriction that covt (dCt; dXt) > 0 for all St to guarantee that positive shocks to

aggregate consumption result in a utility loss for the individual agent. For this to be

the case it is enough to bound the parameter ® by ® (¸), that is,

® · ® (¸) = (2¸¡ 1) + 2
p
¸ (¸¡ 1); (6)

which we assume holds throughout.5

II.B The cash ‡ow model

There are n risky …nancial assets paying a dividend rate, fDitg
n
i=1, in units of a

homogeneous and perishable consumption good. We assume that agents total income is

made up of these n cash ‡ows, plus other proceeds such as labor income and government

transfers. Let D0
t be the aggregate income ‡ow that is not …nancial in nature. Thus,

agents’ total income is given by
Pn
i=0D

i
t. As the consumption good is immediately per-

ishable, in equilibrium total income equals total consumption, and hence, Ct =
Pn
i=0 D

i
t.

Rather than modeling the process for the dividend rates themselves, we assume

that the share of consumption that each asset produces,

sit =
Dit
Ct

for i = 1; :::; n (7)

evolves according to a mean reverting process of the form6

dsit = Á
i ¡si ¡ sit

¢
dt + sit¾

i (st) dB0
t; (8)

where Bt =
¡
B1
t ; :::; BNt

¢
is a N dimensional row vector of standard Brownian motions,

si 2 [0; 1) is asset i’s average long-term consumption share, Ái is the speed of mean
5It is enough to guarantee that covt (dCt; dXt) = C2

t [(1 ¡ St) ¡®St (1 ¡ ¸St)]¾2
c > 0 for Smin =

(1 +®)=2¸®. We thank George Constantinides for pointing this to us.
6The process for the alternative source of income, s0

t ; follows immediately from the fact that s0t =

1¡Pn
i=1 si

t: For the model’s implications for the relation of labor income with stock returns see Santos

and Veronesi (2001).
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reversion, and

¾i (st) = vi ¡
nX

j=0

sjtv
j = [¾i1 (st) ; ¾

i
2 (st) ; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; ¾iN (st)] (9)

is a N dimensional row vector of volatilities, with vi = [vi1; vi2; : : : ; viN ] for i = 0; 1; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; n
a row vector of constants with N · n+ 1. ¾i (st) is parametrically indeterminate, that

is, adding a constant vector to all the vi’s leaves the share processes unaltered. For

analytical convenience, we then renormalize the constants vi’s, for i = 0; 1; :::;n, so that

nX

j=0

sjvj = 0: (10)

The share process described in (8) has a number of reasonable properties. The

functional form of the volatility term (9) arises for any homoskedastic dividend growth

model. That is, denoting by ±it = log (Dit) ; (9) results from any model of the form,

d±it = ¹i (Dt) dt + vidB0
t, as it is immediate to verify by applying Ito’s Lemma to sit =

Dit=(
Pn
j=0D

j
t ). Tighter assumptions, in contrast, are imposed on the drift of (8), and

this is the essence of our cash ‡ow model. It is an economically sensible assumption

that no asset should dominate the whole economy and for this reason we impose that

the process is mean reverting. In addition, we show in the Appendix that, in order

to guarantee that dividends are positive, i.e. sit ¸ 0, and that total income equals

total consumption, that is,
Pn
i=0 s

i
t = 1; it is enough to assume that

Pn
i=1 s

i < 1 and

Ái >
Pn
j=1 s

jÁj, which we do throughout.

Finally, the covariance between share and consumption growth is given by,

covt
µ
dsit
sit
;
dCt
Ct

¶
= µiCF ¡

nX

j=0

µjCF s
j
t where µiCF = vi1¾c: (11)

The sign of this covariance, which given (10) is largely determined by the sign of

µiCF ; characterizes asset i as a good or a bad hedge against adverse consumption shocks.

If, say, the covariance is negative, then the asset is a larger fraction of consumption when

consumption shrinks and hence it serves as a partial hedge against bad times.
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Implications of the share model for cash ‡ows

A straightforward application of Ito’s Lemma shows that ±it = log (Dit) follows the

process7

d±it = ¹iD (st) dt +¾iD (st) dB0
t where

¹iD (st) = ¹c + Á
i
µ
si

sit
¡ 1

¶
¡ 1

2
¾i (st)¾i (st)

0 ; (12)

¾iD (st) = ¾c +¾i (st) where ¾c = (¾c;0; :::; 0) : (13)

The drift of the dividend growth process, (12); is given by that of consumption plus

two additional terms. The …rst term is governed by ‡uctuations in si=sit around its long

run value of 1. If, for instance, si=sit > 1; asset i experiences high dividend growth in

order to “catch up” to its log run share of consumption, si:We call si=sit the relative share

and it is our proxy for expected dividend growth. The second term in (12) is the usual

Jensen’s inequality term. The asset then can experience dividend growth rates that are,

say, well above those of consumption for long periods of time but eventually it must grow

at a rate that is consistent with that of consumption, otherwise the asset will eventually

dominate the economy. Modeling this long run connection between consumption and

dividends is important particularly if one is interested in the long run predictability of

returns or more generally, low frequency moments of the return distribution.

The di¤usion component, (13), depends on the vector of share processes, st. This

heteroskedasticity is a consequence of both the restriction that the shares of the di¤erent

…nancial assets add up to a process bounded between zero and one and the assumption

that log-consumption is given by (5). We …nd the magnitude of this heteroskedasticity,

however, is negligible compared to the volatility level.

Finally, the covariance between dividend and consumption growth is given by,

covt
¡
d±it; dct

¢
= ¾2c + µ

i
CF ¡

nX

j=0

sjtµ
j
CF ; (14)

7Even if for some asset i we have si = 0; the share itself is strictly positive if it was positive at time

t = 0. Thus, there are no di¢culties in taking the logarithm of si
t.
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where µiCF was de…ned in (11) : The normalization in (10) implies that the uncon-

ditional expected covariance between dividend growth and consumption is given by

E
£
covt

¡
d±it; dct

¢¤
= ¾2c + µ

i
CF , as

Pn
j=0 s

jµiCF = 0.

In summary then, our cash ‡ow model rests on two assumptions. First, log div-

idends and log consumption are cointegrated and their levels are in a …xed long run

relation given by ¹si: Second, as shown in (12); the relative share si=sit should predict

future dividend growth. We show in Section IV that there is strong empirical support

for both assumptions.

III. PRICES, FUTURE DIVIDEND GROWTH, AND EXPECTED

RETURNS

In this section we investigate the way prices re‡ect information about changes

in expected returns, in dividend growth, or in both. We assume the existence of a

representative investor. Then if asset g pays Dgt = sg¿Ct at time ¿ , the price at time t is:

P gt = Et
·Z 1

t
e¡½(¿¡t)

µ
uc (C¿ ¡X¿)
uc (Ct ¡Xt)

¶
Dg¿d¿

¸
=
Ct
Yt
Et

·Z 1

t
e¡½(¿¡t)sg¿Y¿d¿

¸
: (15)

Closed form solutions obtain whenever the expectation in (15) can be solved, which,

under suitable conditions,8 is identical to solving

Et
£
e¡½(¿¡t)sg¿Y¿

¤
: (16)

Excess returns are then given by dRgt = (dP gt + s
g
tCtdt)=P

g
t ¡ rtdt:

III.A The total wealth portfolio

For the total wealth portfolio Dg¿ = C¿ , and hence sg¿ = 1. Then we can show

Proposition 1. (a) The price consumption ratio of the total wealth portfolio is given

by:
PTWt
Ct

=
1
½

µ
½+ kY St
½+ k

¶
: (17)

8We assume that the process for Yt is such that Et
£R 1

t e¡½(¿¡t)Y¿ d¿
¤

< 1: Thus we can invoke

Fubini’s Theorem to justify the inversion of integration and expectation implicit in (16).
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(b) The process for excess returns on the total wealth portfolio is given by dRTWt =

¹TWR (St) dt + ¾TWR (St) dB1;t, where

¹TWR (St) = (1 + ® (1 ¡ ¸St)) ¾TWR (St) ¾c (18)

¾TWR (St) =
·
1 +
kY St (1 ¡ ¸St)®
kY St + ½

¸
¾c: (19)

Expression (17) neatly captures the mechanism embedded in habit persistence

models. A positive innovation in aggregate consumption increases St, which decreases

the local curvature of the utility function, making the investor less “risk averse,” and

hence the increase in PTWt =Ct.

The expected excess return and volatility of returns of the total wealth portfolio,

(18) and (19), are plotted in …gure 1c. As intuition suggests, for high values of St;

both ¹TWR (St) and ¾TWR (St) are decreasing in St. However, they are increasing in St

for very low values of St. The reason is that as St ! 0, its volatility must necessarily

vanish in order to prevent St from becoming negative, otherwise the marginal utility of

consumption could become negative. This results in a lower volatility of returns, and,

thus, in a decrease in the expected excess return. To gauge the quantitative importance

of the backward bending side of both ¹TWR (St) and ¾TWR (St), …gure 1a shows the sta-

tionary density of St: Notice that this density has a relatively thin left hand side tail

and thus this e¤ect does not seem quantitatively important. Finally, the Sharpe ratio,

(1 + ® (1 ¡ ¸St)) ¾c, increases monotonically as St drops (…gure 1d).9

III.B Individual securities

In this case sg¿ = si¿ , the share of asset i; and now the expectation in (16) depends

on the term si¿Y¿ . To highlight the main novel implications of our model for predictability

we study …rst the simpler case where all assets have equal cash ‡ow risk, that is, identical

covariance between dividend growth and consumption growth. In this case we obtain
9This follows from (18) and (19). In the case of log-utility with no habit, that is, ® = 0 and

Yt = Y = ¸ = 1; then St = 1=Y for t ¸ 0 and PTW
t =Ct = 1=½, ¹TW

R = ¾2
c and ¾TW

R = ¾c (Rubinstein

(1976)).
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closed form solution for prices. We cover next the case where there are cross-sectional

di¤erences in cash ‡ow risk. In this case, we can still obtain closed form solutions

for prices in the absence of habit persistence, and an extremely accurate approximate

solution when both habit persistence and cross sectional di¤erences in cash ‡ow risk are

present.

III.B.1 Price dividend ratios and predictability regressions with equal cash ‡ow risk

Assume that µiCF = 0 in (14) so that cov
¡
d±it; dct

¢
= ¾2c for all i = 1; :::;n:10 Then

we can prove the following proposition.

Proposition 2. Let µiCF = 0 for all i = 0; 1; 2; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; n. Then (a) the price dividend

ratio is given by
P it
Dit

= ai0 + a
i
1St + a

i
2
si

sit
+ ai3

si

sit
St; (20)

where ai1; ai1; ai2; and ai3 are all positive and given in (45) in the Appendix.

(b) The expected excess return of asset i is given by

Et
£
dRit

¤
= (1 + ® (1 ¡ ¸St))

"
1 +

kY St® (1 ¡ ¸St)
kY St + ½

¡
1 + f

¡
si=sit

¢¢
#
¾2c ; (21)

where f (¢) is given in (48) in the Appendix and is such that f (1) = 0 and f 0 < 0:

Equation (20) shows that a high relative share si=sit; that signals high expected

dividend growth (see (12)), translates into a high price dividend ratio. The price dividend

ratio is a linear function of the surplus consumption ratio St as well. Intuitively, a high

surplus consumption ratio implies a lower aggregate expected return and, thus, a higher

price dividend ratio. Moreover, as captured by the interaction term in (20) ; a high

relative share increases the price dividend ratio more the larger the surplus consumption

ratio, St; as future cash ‡ows are in this case less heavily discounted.
10This is a general result: In a general equilibrium setting, since for all t we have §n

i=0Di
t = Ct, the

only case where all assets have identical cash ‡ow risk is the case where their dividend growth have a

covariance with consumption growth that equals the variance of consumption growth itself.
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Expected excess returns, expression (21), are driven by both the surplus consump-

tion ratio St and the relative share, si=sit: The properties of Et [dRit] with respect to St;

and the economic intuition behind them, are similar to the those of the total wealth

portfolio and in the interest of space we do not repeat them here. Instead, for a given

St, the expected excess return is increasing in the relative share si=sit, as the function

f (¢) in (21) is decreasing in it. The reason is that when si=sit is high, asset i pays the

bulk of its dividend far in the future and thus it is naturally more sensitive to movements

in the stochastic discount factor than an otherwise identical asset whose cash ‡ows are

paid earlier, and, hence, less heavily discounted. This sensitivity is naturally priced

as it correlates with the stochastic discount factor and hence results in higher required

premium. Still, in equilibrium, the higher premium is not su¢cient to o¤set the increase

in the price dividend ratio stemming from the higher expected dividend growth. A high

relative share then translates into both high price dividend ratios and high expected

excess returns.

Notice then the key implication of the model: time varying risk preferences (St)

and time varying expected dividend growth (si=sit) have opposite implications for the

relation between expected returns and price dividend ratios. Whereas the …rst induces

the standard negative relation between price dividend ratios and expected excess returns,

the second induces a positive relation between them. The next proposition shows how to

correct the predictability regressions, for both returns and dividend growth, to account

for the complex interaction between changes in expected dividend growth and changes

in risk preferences.

Proposition 3. Let µiCF = 0 for all i = 0; 2; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; n. Then (a) the expected excess rate

of return can be written as,

Et
£
dRit

¤
= bi0 (St) + b

i
1 (St)

Dit
P it

+ bi2 (St)
Ct
P it
; (22)

where bij (St), j = 0;1; 2, are given in (49) in the Appendix.
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(b) The expected log dividend growth can be written as:

Et
£
d±i

¤
= mi0 (St;st) +m

i
1 (St)

P it
Dit
; (23)

where mi0 (St; st) is given in (50) in the Appendix, and

mi1 (St) =
Ái

ai2 + ai3St
: (24)

Expected excess returns, equation (22) ; are linear in both the dividend yield and

the consumption to price ratio. These two predictors are obviously not orthogonal but

each “picks” a di¤erent side of return predictability. Intuitively, as seen in (20) ; the price

dividend ratio depends directly on the relative share si=sit and hence it is more sensitive

to changes in expected excess returns that result from shocks to the relative share. In

contrast, it follows immediately from (20) by multiplying both sides by sit = Dit=Ct,

that the price consumption ratio is linear in sit. Thus, it is relatively less sensitive to

changes in si=sit and relatively more to changes in the surplus St. As a consequence

the consumption to price ratio captures better variation in Et [dRit] that results from

‡uctuations in the aggregate discount as proxied by St:

Figures 2a and 2b plot bi1 (St) and bi2 (St) against St.11 The non linear pattern of

these coe¢cients is inherited from the form of the expected return on the total wealth

portfolio, discussed in Section III.A, and it implies that return predictability is stronger

during “bad” times, as the overall size of expected returns is higher.12 Figures 2a and

2b also shows that a low speed of mean reversion Ái yields a high slope coe¢cient for the

dividend yield, bi1 (St), and a low coe¢cient on the consumption to price ratio, bi2 (St).13

11Figure 2 reports the coe¢cients b1 (S) and b2 (S) also for various values of the average cash ‡ow risk

parameter µi
CF . Section III.B.2 shows that a result similar to (22) holds also when µi

CF 6= 0, although

approximately.
12Still, simulations show that this state dependency has a minor e¤ect on the degree of predictability

of returns when both D=P and C=P are included in the regression, as we discuss at length in the

empirical section.
13That bi

1 (St) is decreasing in Ái holds always whereas, in contrast, that bi
2 (St) is an increasing

function of Ái only holds for parameter values that are empirically relevant, but not in general.
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Indeed, the lower the Ái, the more it takes for sit to revert to si, which implies a greater

long term covariance between expected excess returns and dividend yields, as they both

move slowly together with si=sit and thus the higher coe¢cient on Dit=P
i
t ; and the lower

one on Ct=P it :

Part (b) of Proposition 3 shows that the ability of the price dividend ratio to predict

future dividend growth is mediated by the surplus consumption ratio. In particular,

the size of the coe¢cient, mi1 (St) ; depends inversely on St: If, say, St increases but

the relative share stays constant, the price dividend ratio will increase as well but the

coe¢cient mi1 (St) will decrease to o¤set the change in P it =Dit and leave the forecast of

future dividend growth unaltered. Figure 2c and 2d plot both mi0 (st; St), for st = s, and

mi1 (St) as a function of St for two di¤erent values of the speed of mean reversion Ái. A

smaller mean reversion coe¢cient Ái leads, not surprisingly, to a lower slope coe¢cient

on the price dividend ratio, as the same happens to the relative share si=sit itself.

To uncover the information on future dividend growth that the price dividend ratio

contains we can then proxy the denominator of mi1 (St) by P it =Ct; which, as already

argued, is relatively more sensitive to changes in St: Given that sit = Dit=Ct though;

(23) collapses simply to a version of equation (12) : That is, dividend growth should be

predicted by the asset’s inverse share, 1=sit, which is, in the context of our model, the

only variable needed to do so.

III.B.2 Price dividend ratios and predictability regressions with heterogeneous cash ‡ow

risk

Di¤erences in cash ‡ow risk are a key component in determining cross-sectional

di¤erences in asset pricing. We study …rst the case without habit persistence to better

isolate the e¤ect that cash ‡ow risk has on expected returns.

Proposition 4. Let ® = 0 and Yt = Y = ¸ = 1, that is, u (Ct; Xt; t) = u (Ct; t) =
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e¡½t log (Ct) : Then (a) the price dividend ratio of the asset i is

P it
Dit

=
1

½+ Ái

µ
1 +
Ái

½

µ
si

sit

¶¶
(25)

(b) The expected excess return of asset i is given by

Et
£
dRit

¤
= ¾2c +

µiCF ¡ Pn
j=0 µ

j
CF s

j
t

1 + Ái

½

³
si
sit

´ (26)

(c) The expected excess return of asset i; Et [dRit] can be written as

Et
£
dRit

¤
= b0 + bi1 (st)

Dit
P it

where (27)

b0 = ¾2c and bi1 (st) =
µiCF ¡ Pn

j=0 µ
j
CF s

j
t

½ + Ái
(28)

In this version of the model, the price dividend ratio and expected dividend growth

are perfectly correlated, and, as before, a high relative share results in a high price divi-

dend ratio.14 si=sit also a¤ects the level of expected excess return of asset i. The intuition

is straightforward. Notice …rst that the numerator in (26) is simply the covariance be-

tween share and consumption growth (see equation (11)). Then, if this covariance is,

say, positive, a low relative share translates into a high expected excess return, as now

the asset, which pays when consumption is high, is a large fraction of consumption and

thus risky. This e¤ect is weighted by the ratio Ái=½. A shock to sit has a relatively higher

percentage impact on the price of the asset the lower the ratio Ái=½, because either the

shock to the share is more persistent (low Ái) or it has a higher weight in the pricing

function (high ½).

The implications for predictability, (27) ; are now immediate. If, for example, the

covariance between share and consumption growth is positive, a high dividend yield

should predict high future returns. As in Section III.B.1, and for the same reason, a
14Notice that in the limit, as Ái ! 1, we have that si

t ¼ si for all t, and the Gordon model obtains,

with constant dividend growth and a constant price dividend ratio P i
t=Di

t = ½¡1:
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low speed of mean reversion Ái will induce a large coe¢cient bi1 (st) on the dividend

yield. In addition, the higher the covariance between share and consumption growth, as

approximated by µiCF , the higher is the slope coe¢cient bi1 (st), as in this case expected

returns are higher and display a larger variation over time, while the dividend yield does

not because, as can be seen in (25), it does not depend on the parameter µiCF :15

Closed form solutions in contrast are not available when we combine di¤erences

in cash ‡ow risk with habit persistence. Still, the appendix shows that an accurate

approximation of the price dividend ratio is given by:

P it
Dit

¼ bai0 + bai1St + bai2
si

sit
+ bai3

si

sit
St; (29)

where bai0; bai1; bai2; and bai3; are given in (52) in the Appendix. Numerical computations

show that the approximation error of using (29) is less than 0.1%. (29) has identical

functional form as (20) in section III.B.1. Now, though the coe¢cients depend on the

average cash ‡ow risk parameter µiCF , and, generally, a high µiCF tends to decrease

P it =Dit.16 It follows from (29) that the predictability equations hold approximately as

well, that is,

Et
£
dRit

¤
¼ bbi0 (St) +bbi1 (St)

Dit
P it

+bbi2 (St)
Ct
P it
: (30)

E
£
d±it

¤
¼ bmi0 (St;st) + bmi1 (St)

P it
Dit

(31)

where bbij (St) , j = 0; 1;2; bm0 (St; st) and bm1 (St) are given in the Appendix and are

comparable to their counterparts in Section III.B.1. Now, of course, bbij (St) , j = 0; 1; 2
15The cash ‡ow risk parameter µi

CF does not enter into the pricing equation (25). Under logarithmic

preferences substitution and wealth e¤ects exactly balance each other out: a high µi
CF yields a higher

discount in its price due to the substitution e¤ect but a higher expected return, which induces a wealth

e¤ect.
16Brie‡y, the essential technical problem is that the drift rate of dqi

t , where qi
¿ = si

¿Y¿ , contains

the quadratic Ito term (Yt ¡¸)si
t
Pn

j=1 sj
tµ

j
CF , which complicates the computation of the expectation

in (15). Condition (10) however suggests that this term should be “small.” Our estimates in Section

IV.B indeed con…rm that its value is negligible and thus we approximate qi
t with a process bqi

t de…ned

as dbqi
t = dqi

t ¡ (Yt ¡ ¸) si
t
Pn

j=1 sj
tµ

j
CFdt:
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depend on µiCF as well. Figures 2a and 2b show though that cross sectional di¤erences

in µiCF generate small cross sectional di¤erences in the predictability coe¢cients, bbi1 (St)
andbbi2 (St). Finally, …gure 2d shows that bm1 (St) is increasing in µiCF . A high µiCF implies

that the price dividend ratio is more sensitive to cash ‡ow risk, which is correlated with

expected dividend growth, that is, the relative share si=sit. Movements in the latter are

then more correlated with movements in the price dividend ratio and, thus the increase

in bm1 (St).

IV. EMPIRICAL EVALUATION

IV.A Data, construction of the cash ‡ow series, and cointegration tests

Quarterly dividends, returns, market equity and other …nancial series are obtained

from the CRSP database, for the sample period 1947-2001. We focus our empirical

exercises on a set of twenty value-weighted industry portfolios. The use of portfolios has

become a relatively standard procedure in the …nancial literature in order to mitigate

the residual variance of returns. In our case, the use of portfolios enables us to obtain

relatively smooth cash ‡ow data that are a-priory consistent with the underlying model

for cash ‡ows put forward in this paper (equation (8)). More explicitly, our general

equilibrium model focuses on assets that are predicted to last forever. For this reason,

we choose to concentrate our empirical exercises on a very coarse de…nition of industries

– the …rst two SIC codes17 – which are likely to generate cash ‡ows for a very long time.

The secular trend of an industry, if any, can then be interpreted in our framework as a

convergence towards its long-term mean si, which is assumed to be known by agents, a

strong assumption that we discuss further in the conclusions.
17The two digit SIC grouping are similar to those employed by Moskowitz and Grinblatt (1999).

The SIC codes are obtained from CRSP, which reports the time-series of industry classi…cation codes.

Although the COMPUSTAT classi…cation is considered to be more accurate, the series is modi…ed only

from 1994, which leads to a survival bias.
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A detailed description of the construction of the cash ‡ow series is contained in

the appendix and it follows Hansen, Heaton and Li (2003) and Bansal, Dittmar, and

Lundblad (2002). Our cash ‡ow series includes both dividends as well as share repur-

chases, where our construction of the repurchases series is similar to that of Jagan-

nathan, Stephens and Weisbach (2000) and Grullon and Michaely (2002). With some

abuse of terminology we use the expressions “cash ‡ow” and “dividend” interchangeably

throughout. Finally consumption is de…ned as per capita consumption of non durables

plus services, seasonally adjusted, and it is obtained from NIPA. We use the personal

consumption expenditures de‡ator (PCE) to convert nominal quantities into real quan-

tities, whenever necessary.

From dividends and consumption, we construct our key cash ‡ow variable sit =

Dit=Ct. Our framework assumes that for every asset i, log (Dit) ¡ log (Ct) = log (sit),

which is stationary, and hence that log dividend and log consumption are cointegrated

series with cointegrating vector [1;¡1]. In the last column of Panel C in Table 1 we

test the null hypothesis of no cointegration by using the cointegration test developed by

Horvath and Watson (1995), a test that explicitly exploits knowledge of the cointegrating

vector under the alternative hypothesis, as in our case. First, as can be seen in the very

last line of the panel, log dividends and log consumption are indeed cointegrated for

the case of the market portfolio, as we can reject the null of no cointegration at the

1% level. At the individual industry level, we can reject the null of no cointegration for

twelve industries at the 5 % level – seven of which at the 1% level. Failure to reject no

cointegration for some industries is to be expected even within our model, as while the

share sit slowly converges to its long run value si, it may entail a trend in the data due

to small sample.

IV.B Choice of parameters

As in Campbell and Cochrane (1999), we choose preference parameters to match

basic moments of the market portfolio. We use the stationary distribution of the process
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Yt, given in equation (40) in the Appendix, to calibrate these parameters to the market

expected excess rate of return, its Sharpe ratio and the mean risk free rate.18 In addition,

simulations show that a high value of ¸ is necessary to match the long run predictability

of stock returns at reasonable levels and for this reason we set ¸ = 20. This level

implies a lower bound for the local curvature of the utility function that matches that

of Campbell and Cochrane (1999). We also set Y = 34 to match the steady state value

of the instantaneous local curvature of the utility function in Campbell and Cochrane

(1999).19 Table 1 Panel A lists the values of the remaining parameters. Panel B contains

the moments obtained for the aggregate portfolio.

As for the share process (8), we estimate the speed of mean reversion Ái and

the long term mean si by applying time series linear regressions to their discretized

version. In order to estimate the parameter µiCF ’s, we appeal to the relation (14), which,

under condition (10), implies that µiCF = E
£
covt

¡
d±it; dct

¢¤
¡ var (dct). Since Et [dct] is

constant, we therefore simply …nd that µiCF = cov
¡
d±it; dct

¢
¡ var (dct). The results of

the estimation are contained in Panel C. Given the central role that the speed of mean

reversion parameter Ái plays in the interpretation of our results below, we have ordered

the industries by the decreasing size of the estimated Ái:

IV.C The model’s pricing ability

Table 2 reports the results of both cross sectional and time series regression of the
18We match the unconditional moments for the total wealth portfolio with the average values for the

market portfolio in the data. Clearly the two portfolios are di¤erent, but simulations show that their

unconditional moments are similar. The availability of an analytical formula for the stationary density

of Yt favors the use of the total wealth portfolio for calibration purposes.
19This value of Y is slightly higher than the one in Campbell and Cochrane (1999). The steady

state surplus consumption ratio these authors is S = :0676. Given that they work with ° = 2 rather

than with ° = 1, their steady state local curvature is °
S

¼ 29:6. The di¤erence is due to the fact

that our results match the numerical average in our generated Campbell and Cochrane (1999) surplus

consumption series.
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form

ln
µ
P it
Dit

¶
= ®i0 + ®

i
1ln

³
dPDit

´
+ "it; (32)

where dPDit is the model implied price dividend ratio, obtained by feeding into formula

(29) the realized time series of the relative share and the surplus consumption ratio for

the parameter values contained in Table 1. We use two proxies for the surplus con-

sumption ratio St, which is not observed. The …rst is obtained from innovations in real

consumption growth, d¢Bt = 1
¾c (¢ct+1 ¡ Et [¢ct+1]) :We use this series to approximate

the Brownian motion appearing in the process for the inverse surplus Yt in (4) and thus

compute St = 1=Yt for all t. The second proxy relies on approximating the total wealth

price consumption ratio, PTWt =Ct; by the price dividend ratio of the market, PMktt =DMktt .

Inverting formula (17), we can then extract St from PMktt =DMktt for all t.

Panel A of Table 2 reports the result of Fama-MacBeth cross sectional regressions,

where ln (P it =D
i
t) is regressed, period by period, on a constant and the model implied

ln
³
dPDit

´
: The table reports the average intercept and slope, together with their stan-

dard errors, which are Newey-West adjusted for heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation.

Note …rst that, independently of whether St is extracted from consumption growth or

from the market price dividend ratio, the average slope coe¢cient, ®1; is :55 and signif-

icantly di¤erent from zero at the 5% level. Still, we can reject that ®0 = 0 and ®1 = 1.

The model then is able to generate a substantial component of the cross sectional dis-

persion of the price dividend ratios observed in the data, although not completely.

Panel B reports the results of time series regressions, industry by industry, as in

(32). When St is extracted from real consumption, the slope coe¢cient ®i1 is signi…cantly

di¤erent from zero for most industries, namely, …fteen out of twenty. In other words,

even when only cash ‡ows and consumption data are used in the …tting exercise, and in

particular no information from asset prices contaminates the inference, the model shows

that relative shares and surplus combine to yield a good description of the dynamics

of asset prices. When we use information from the price dividend ratio of the market
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portfolio to compute St, the results improve substantially, and essentially all regression

coe¢cients are di¤erent from zero. Moreover, in this case we cannot reject the null

that ®i0 = 0 and ®i1 = 1 for fourteen of the twenty industries in our sample. Figure 3

provides a visual impression of the results contained in Table 2 Panel B by plotting the

log price dividend ratios of the market portfolio and three industries, Financials, Paper,

and Utilities (solid-dot line) together with the corresponding model predictions (dot

line). These three industries were chosen because they provided the best, the median

and worst …t in terms of the R2 of the time series regression (32).

IV.D The predictability of dividend growth

Our cash ‡ow model implies that the relative share forecasts future dividend

growth. To test this implication we run,

¢dit;t+¿ = ¯
i
0 + ¯

i
XXt + "

i
t;t+¿ for ¿ = 1; 4 and 7 years, (33)

where Xt is either si=sit; P it =Dit; or, in a multivariate regression, both of them.

Panel A of Table 3 shows the results for the market portfolio. The relative share

is a strongly signi…cant predictor of dividend growth at the aggregate level with R2s

equal to 5%, 31% and 41% for the 1, 4, and 7 years horizon respectively. Instead the

price dividend ratio is never signi…cant and, moreover, it enters with the wrong sign – a

standard result in the predictability literature. There is then substantial predictability

of dividend growth at the aggregate level but the price dividend ratio is not capturing

it.20

Turning to individual industries, Panel B of Table 3 reports the results of a pooled

regression (33), with …xed industry e¤ects, for the same three horizons. The relative
20Ang and Bekaert (2002) …nd that dividend and earnings yields predict cash ‡ow growth in a cross

section of …ve countries at short horizons and Ang (2002) …nds predictability using dividend yields in the

US for the sample period 1927-2000. Lettau and Ludvigson (2003) …nd predictability in dividend growth

at longer horizons at the aggregate level using a variable that measures deviations of consumption from

a stable relation with dividends from human and non human (…nancial) wealth. Ribeiro (2002) …nds

that the ratio of dividends to labor income contain also information about future dividend growth.
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share si=sit is again the strongest predictor of future dividend growth, with a R2’s equal

to 6%, 20% and 24% for the three horizons, respectively. Now, however, also the price

dividend ratio enters signi…cantly for the one and four year horizon, although its predic-

tive power is much weaker: the R2 never exceeds 10% across horizons. In a multivariate

regression, the relative share remains the strongest predictor.21

Panel C of Table 3 reports the predictive regression results for individual industries.

In the interest of space we report only the four year regression. As it can be seen, and

in line with the results of Panel B, the relative share is a signi…cant predictor of future

dividend growth for …fteen of the twenty industries, with R2s above 30% in ten cases.

Among the industries for which the relative share does not forecast future dividend

growth are those for which the null of no cointegration could not be rejected (see Table

1), like Mining, Food, Utilities, and Manufacturing, so the lack of forecasting ability of

the relative share is perhaps less surprising. The price dividend ratio in contrast is only

signi…cant for four of the twenty industries. As before, the relative share remains the

strongest predictor of the two in the multivariate regression.22

Price dividend ratios and future dividend growth

The price dividend ratio is, at best, a weak predictor of future dividend growth.

Is this weak forecasting ability of the price dividend ratio to be expected even in the

presence of substantial dividend growth predictability? To address this question, we

run regression (33) in simulated data and compare the results to those in Table 3. For
21Our cash ‡ow model implies that the relative share si=si

t should be the only predictor of future

dividend growth. Thus, the …nding that the price dividend ratio P i
t =Di

t still remains signi…cant in the

multivariate regression can be taken as a rejection of the cash ‡ow model. Still price dividend ratios are

likely to be less a¤ected by measurement error than dividend consumption ratios and this can account

for this result.
22For the one and seven year horizons, the relative share is signi…cant for ten and …fteen industries,

respectively. Instead, the price dividend ratio is signi…cant for only eight and four industries for these

two horizons. In addition neither the signi…cance of the relative share nor the R2s were a¤ected by the

inclusion of lagged dividend growth.
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this purpose we obtain 40,000 quarters of arti…cial data by generating dividend and

consumption shocks for the processes described in Section II using the parameter values

in Table 1.

The results are contained in Panel A of Table 4, for the one and four year horizon.

The price dividend ratio is a substantially worse predictor of future dividend growth

than the relative share si=sit, as the former is always associated with a much smaller

R2 than the latter. Indeed, for ten out of twenty industries, the R2 associated with the

price dividend ratio is less than half that associated with si=sit: To put it di¤erently,

although the model entails a substantial predictability of future dividend growth across

industries, the price dividend ratio fails to capture it.

We can use the simulation results also to compare the magnitudes of the predictive

regression coe¢cients obtained in the data, Panel C of Table 3, with those in simulations

which we may take as population values. The magnitude of the coe¢cients is similar.

For the four year regression, we can reject that the coe¢cients in Table 3 are di¤erent

from their population counterparts for only …ve out of the twenty industries. In addition,

and as in the data, the R2 increases with the horizon, although it is slightly lower than

the one obtained in the data, with values that range from 30% to 0% at the four year

horizon. Finally, in results not reported here, for the one year horizon we can never

reject the null that the coe¢cients on si=sit are equal in the data and in simulations.

To see whether the model captures the observed cross sectional di¤erences in div-

idend growth predictability, we also regress cross-sectionally the coe¢cients obtained

from the predictive regressions in the empirical data on their population counterparts.

That is we run

b̄Data;i
X = a0 + a1 b̄

Simulation ;i
X + "i where Xt 2

©
si=sit;P

i
t =D

i
t

ª
: (34)

This exercise allows for a simple metric to evaluate the model: the intercept, a0; should

equal zero and the slope coe¢cient, a1; should equal one. The results are in Panel B of

Table 4.
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Start with the case of the relative share. For both the one year and four year

horizon, the slope a1 is signi…cantly di¤erent from zero and positive, and it is not signif-

icantly di¤erent from one. The intercept a0 is statistically di¤erent from zero at the one

year horizon but it is not at the four year horizon. That is, the cross sectional variation

in the predictability of future dividend growth implied by the model matches the data

well. Indeed, at the four year horizon, even regressing the predictive regression R2 in

the data on its population counterpart results in a slope coe¢cient a1 that is positive

and signi…cantly di¤erent from zero, but not signi…cantly di¤erent from one. For the

one year horizon, instead, the slope a1 for the R2 regression is positive but insigni…cant.

Similar results hold for the price dividend ratio.

A noticeable di¤erence between the results in Table 3 and Table 4 is that the level

of the R2s in the data is generally higher than in the simulations, which may be the result

of small sample problems. To address this issue we simulate 1000 samples of arti…cial

data of 54 years each. On each sample, we performed the same predictive regressions,

thereby obtaining the distribution of the regression coe¢cients as well as that of the

R2’s. The results for the four year ahead predictive regressions case are plotted in …gure

4a.23

In each of the subpanels we report the 90% con…dence intervals for the coe¢cient

on the relative share, the price dividend ratio, and the R2 (solid lines) along with its

estimated value from the data (stars) for each of the industries in our sample. Recall that

the industries are ordered according to the decreasing size of the speed of mean reversion

coe¢cient, Ái. The …rst plot in …gure 4a shows that indeed the con…dence bands display

the predicted downward sloping pattern, and, moreover, the data coe¢cients nicely …t

in these bands for all but two cases. As for the R2, all but one of the R2’s from the data

lie inside the 90% con…dence interval obtained from simulations. Notice though that, in

general, the data R2s are biased upwards compared to their counterparts in the Table 4.
23Results for the one year predictive regression are similar.
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As for the price dividend ratios, for all but …ve industries, the regression coe¢cient in

the data …ts into the con…dence bands obtained from simulations. In addition, from the

last subpanel in the …rst row, the predictive power of the price dividend ratio is smaller

than the one of the relative share, as already discussed.

IV.E The predictability of stock returns

Our model provides for a role for both the dividend yield and the consumption to

price ratio in the return predictability regressions. To test this implication we run

rit;t+¿ = ¯
i
0 + ¯

i
D=P

µ
Dit
P it

¶
+ ¯iC=P

µ
Ct
P it

¶
+ "it;t+¿ ; (35)

where rit;t+¿ denotes the cumulative log excess return on asset i between t and t+ ¿ , and

where ¿ = 1; 4 and 7 years.

Table 5 Panel A reports the result of running (35) for the aggregate market port-

folio. The …rst three columns show the familiar pattern regarding return predictability:

Both the regression coe¢cient and R2 increase with the forecasting horizon. Interest-

ingly, the predictability of future return is rather strong notwithstanding the inclusion

of the 1990’s in the sample, which was known to have reduced signi…cantly the pre-

dictive ability of the dividend yield. The reason is that our dividend series accounts

for repurchases, which has mitigated the drop in the dividend yield in the 1990’s. The

multivariate regression instead shows that the consumption to price ratio has no predic-

tive power for future returns. This result is consistent with our model however, as the

speed of mean reversion of the relative share of the market is quite low, only Ái = :07

as shown in Table 1, thereby yielding a stronger role for the dividend yield than for the

consumption to price ratio in the predictability regression. Simulations, contained in

Table 6 and discussed below, con…rm this …nding.

Table 5 Panel B reports the result of a pooled predictive regression with …xed

industry e¤ects. The dividend yield is still a strong predictor of future returns. Now,

however, the consumption to price ratio also enters signi…cantly in the multivariate

regression, showing that at the individual industry level, a second predictor is necessary
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to uncover the information that prices contain about future returns. This …nding is

consistent with our model, since as shown in Table 1, many industries have a faster

mean reversion of the share process than the market and thus the stronger the role of

Ct=P it for individual industries.

This intuition is con…rmed when we look at individual industries. Panel C reports

the four year ahead predictive regression for each industry in our sample. The dividend

yield alone predicts future returns for nine of the twenty industries, especially for those

cases where the speed of mean reversion is low, as the model requires. When we add

the consumption to price ratio in a multivariate regression, the number of industries for

which returns are predictable increases to thirteen out of twenty. In many occasions, the

adjustedR2 jumps up signi…cantly, from levels such as 3% (Mining) and 8% (Petroleum),

to 37% and 48%, respectively. In addition, and consistently with our model, most of the

cases where the consumption to price ratio is signi…cant occur for industries that have

a strong mean reverting share Ái.24

Finally, the theoretical results in (30), and …gure 2a, suggest that the regression

coe¢cients ¯iD=P and ¯ iC=P should also depend on the surplus consumption ratio. Yet,

simulations of the model, reported next, show that Dit=P it and Ct=P it capture most of

the information on dividend growth and the aggregate discount, which is at the source

of the predictability result. That is, while adding the consumption to price ratio may

even double the (adjusted) R2 in a predictive regression, the inclusion of the valuation

ratios interacted with St, for instance, increases the adjusted R2 by less than 1%. This

is also con…rmed in the data: adding St improves little the predictive power of (35). We

omit these additional results in the interest of space.

Simulation evidence

Table 6 Panel A reports the results of predictive regressions (35) on a 40,000
24For the one and seven year ahead forecasting regressions, the dividend yield is signi…cant for …fteen

and fourteen industries, respectively. In a multivariate regression, Ct=P i
t is signi…cant in …ve and ten

industries for the two horizons, respectively.
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quarters sample of arti…cial data. As it was the case in the data, the predictability of the

market portfolio return is una¤ected by the consumption to price ratio. At the industry

level in contrast, the consumption to price ratio adds substantially to the predictability

of the dividend yield, especially for industries with a high speed of mean reversion Ái.

For instance, for a number of industries, the (adjusted) R2 goes from the 7-8% range to

the 14-15% range.

The regression coe¢cients obtained from data are of the same order of magnitude

as the simulated ones, both for the dividend yield and the consumption to price ratio,

although the data show a much higher dispersion of the coe¢cients. For the four year

horizon, for all but three industries we cannot reject the hypothesis that the coe¢cient

on Dit=P
i
t is the same in the data and in simulations. In the multivariate regression we

can reject that the coe¢cient on Ct=P it in the data equals its population counterpart for

six cases.25

Panel B of Table 6 shows that the model captures the cross-sectional di¤erences in

predictability, as the predictive regression coe¢cients from the data nicely line up with

the population ones obtained in simulations, for both one and four years. For instance, a

cross-sectional regression of the univariate four year predictability regression coe¢cient

¯ iD=P obtained from the data (Table 5) on its population counterpart, similar to (34) in

the previous section, results in an intercept that is statistically not di¤erent from zero

and a slope coe¢cient that is strongly di¤erent from zero and not di¤erent from one.

The results concerning ¯C=P are very similar and we omit a discussion in the interest of

space.

As it was the case in the dividend growth predictability regressions, the results

related to R2’s are the weakest. The slope coe¢cients have the right sign for the four

year ahead predictive regression results – that is, those industries that display more
25In results not reported here, for the one year regression, for all but one industry we cannot reject

the null that the coe¢cients in the data and the simulations are the same. For the coe¢cient on Ct=P i
t

in the multivariate regression, we can only reject the same null for three industries.
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return predictability according to the model do as well in the data – but they are not

signi…cantly di¤erent from zero. Indeed from Panel A of Table 6 we see that the R2’s are

lower in simulation than the corresponding ones in empirical data. There are two reasons

for this di¤erence. The …rst is that we were unable to match the volatility of returns

to its empirical counterpart in the calibration. As shown in Table 1, the volatility of

returns in our model is 23% versus the 16% observed in the historical sample. Although

population values for average predictability can be obtained by resorting to the long

sample, the R2 would clearly be lower because of the higher volatility implied by our

model.

The second reason is that the R2 is biased upwards relative to the population one

due to the highly persistent nature of both the dividend yield and the consumption to

price ratio. To investigate this potential small sample problem we turn to the 1000

samples of 54 years each introduced in Section IV.D. The results are reported in …gure

4b. There we show the data estimates (stars) together with the 90% con…dence bands

(solid lines) obtained out of the 1000 samples, for ¯iD=P , ¯iC=P , and R2. The two slope

coe¢cients are within the 90% con…dence bands for nineteen and fourteen of the twenty

industries, respectively. As shown in the last panel the simulated con…dence bands for

the R2s are rather wide and only …ve out of the twenty R2s in the data do not fall within

these bands.

IV.F The connection between dividend growth and return predictability

Where do the cross sectional di¤erences in the ability of the dividend yield or the

consumption to price ratio to predict future returns come from? We showed in Section

III that a high speed of mean reversion Ái should be associated with a low (regression)

coe¢cient of the dividend yield, and a high coe¢cient of the consumption to price ratio.

In contrast, di¤erences in the cash ‡ow risk parameter µiCF had little impact on ¯iD=P
and ¯iC=P . To check whether these predictions are met in the data, Table 7 reports the
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result of the following linear cross-sectional regressions

¯iD=P = ®0 + ®1Ái + ®2µiCF + "i (36)

¯iC=P = ®0 + ®1Ái + ®2µiCF + "i (37)

where ¯iD=P and ¯iC=P are the regression coe¢cients obtained from the return predictive

regression (35), and Ái and µiCF are the characteristics of the industry portfolio cash ‡ow

process in Table 1. We run these two cross-sectional regressions for each of the three

predictive horizons, ¿ = 1;4; and 7 years.

Panel A of Table 7 shows that for regression (36) the slope coe¢cient ®1 is negative,

as the model predicts, and statistically signi…cant for all three horizons. In addition,

®1 becomes more negative with horizon ¿ , as the dispersion of ¯iD=P increases with it.

The coe¢cient on µiCF , ®2, is in contrast never signi…cant for any horizon. As already

suggested by …gure 2, cross sectional variation in µiCF has little impact on the cross

sectional variation of ¯iD=P . For the regression (37), Panel A shows that ®1 > 0 and

®2 < 0 for all horizons, though never signi…cantly di¤erent from zero.

Panel B of Table 7 reports the same cross-sectional regression results but now for

simulated data. We also report standard errors for the simulated data, as the cross-

sectional regression is made with only a twenty portfolios, and thus the coe¢cients from

simulations are less likely to constitute “population values”. The results are similar

to those observed in empirical data: the coe¢cient ®1 in regression (36) is negative,

signi…cantly di¤erent from zero, and of similar magnitude for all horizons. All the other

coe¢cients, in either (36) and (37), are not signi…cantly di¤erent from zero. The e¤ect

of Ái and µiCF on ¯iC=P is limited even in simulations. In contrast, the model successfully

reproduces the link between return predictability and the underlying cash ‡ow properties

of the asset, captured by the strong negative relationship between Ái and ¯iD=P .
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V. CONCLUSIONS

Prices, which are observable, contain information about expected returns and ex-

pected future cash ‡ows, which are not. In this paper we combine a novel model of cash

‡ows with the stochastic discount factor model introduced by Campbell and Cochrane

(1999) that allows for a complete characterization of individual price dividend ratios and

expected excess returns. The model produces several new insights about the relationship

between valuation ratios, expected returns and expected future cash ‡ows. First, while

changes in risk preferences generate the traditional negative relation between price divi-

dend ratios and expected returns, the variation in expected dividend growth generates a

positive one. Intuitively, a higher expected dividend growth implies both a higher price

dividend ratio and a riskier asset as its cash ‡ows are expected farther in the future. The

asset’s duration is longer and thus the higher expected returns. Second, these o¤set-

ting e¤ects weaken the ability of the dividend yield to forecast returns, and essentially

eliminate its ability to predict future dividend growth. Third, predictive regressions for

returns should include both the dividend yield and the consumption to price ratio to

disentangle the e¤ect that changes in risk preferences and expected dividend growth

have on prices and returns. Fourth, there is a direct link between the predictability of

future cash ‡ows – by the share of dividends over consumption in our model – and the

ability of the dividend yield to predict future returns. We use simulations to quantify the

magnitude of these empirical predictions, and …nd that they are met with substantial

support in the data.

We argued that the cash ‡ow model introduced in this paper has a number of

attractive properties like tractability and plausibility. A strong assumption though is

that agents have perfect knowledge of the long term average size of each industry. This

assumption can be relaxed, however, to assume that agents learn about this long run

relative size over time, thereby implying a time varying expected long term average

size sit = Et
£
si

¤
. To see the e¤ect of this extension intuitively, consider the e¤ect of a
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positive dividend shock that places the current share above its long run mean. When

the long run mean si is known, this shock signals poor dividend growth in the future

as the share mean reverts to si. For this reason the price dividend ratio decreases in

response to a positive dividend shock. In contrast, in the presence of learning e¤ects,

the agent may actually update upwards his expectation sit = Et
£
si

¤
. Hence, the price

may react more strongly to positive news about cash ‡ows, inducing possibly a positive

correlation between the price dividend ratio and current dividend shocks.

As both Campbell (2000, page 1529) and Cochrane (2001, page 11) have recently

emphasized, focusing on prices and not only on returns should be the ultimate object of

interest in the …eld of asset pricing. Prices contain useful information about unobserved

agents’ expectation on returns and future cash ‡ows. For instance, much has been made

recently of the role of conditioning information in tests of the cross section of stock

returns. The selection of variables that are useful as proxies for the agents’ information

set may be greatly helped by looking at whether they can capture the time series and

cross sectional variation observed in price dividend ratios. This paper makes progress in

this direction by emphasizing an empirically relevant model that allows for closed form

solutions of the present value relations.
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APPENDIX

(A) Cash ‡ow data

The cash ‡ow series that we use in this paper includes both dividend distributions

as well as share repurchases where our construction of the latter follows closely that of

Jagannathan et al. (2000) and Grullon and Michaely (2002).26 Repurchases are de…ned

as total expenditure on the purchase of common and preferred stocks (Compustat data

item #115) minus any reduction in value (redemption value, Compustat data item #56)

of the net number of preferred stocks outstanding (not available for banks, utilities,

and insurance companies.) Our empirical exercise focuses on a set of twenty industry

portfolios, identi…ed by their …rst two SIC codes. Following Fama and French (1997),

we form the portfolios in July of every year by assigning …rms to them according to

their SIC classi…cation. Time series of value weighted returns and cash ‡ows are then

calculated for each of the portfolios.

Given the aggregate cash ‡ow data for dividends and repurchases as well as the

series for returns, we then follow a procedure similar to Hansen, Heaton, and Li (2002)

and Bansal, Dittmar, and Lundblad (2002), to construct cash ‡ow series that are consis-

tent with an initial investment in each industry, as our model requires. To understand

the logic, it is useful to concentrate on an individual …rm. The methodology naturally

extends to industries as well as the market as a whole. Consider then a …rm i. Let pit

and N it be the price per share and the number of shares outstanding at the beginning

of period t, and let eDit;t+1 and eF it;t+1 be the total amount of dividends and repurchases

made between tand t + 1. If an investor purchases nt shares at the beginning of time t

for P it = ntpit; the total amount of cash ‡ows obtained at time t + 1 is then

Dit;t+1 =
nt
N it

³
eDit+1 + eF it;t+1

´
=

¡
dit+1 + f

i
t+1

¢
P it ; (38)

where, denoting the market capitalization by V it = Ntpit, we denote dit+1= eDit;t+1=V it ,

and f it+1 = eF it;t+1=V it : Assuming that repurchases occur at the end of period t; the
26We thank Harry DeAngelo for suggestions and insightful comments in constructing the data.
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total amount of shares outstanding after repurchases (but before new issues) is Nit+1 =

N it ¡ eF it;t+1=pit+1. At time t+ 1; the investor then holds nt+1 = nt¡ (nt=Nit )
¡
N it ¡Nit+1

¢

shares. This implies that for every t,

P it+1 = nt+1pit+1 = ntpit

Ã
pit+1

pit
¡

¡
N it ¡Nit+1

¢
pit+1

N it pit

!
= P it

¡
hit+1 ¡ f it+1

¢
(39)

where hit+1 = pit+1=pit is the capital gain from an investment at time t. We apply

equations (38) and (39) recursively to compute the cash ‡ows of value-weighted industry

portfolios as well as of the market portfolio. We smooth the dividend series to correct

for seasonalities by using a trailing four quarter average. We …nally assume that the

total initial investment made at time t = 0 (1947) equals the total market capitalization

at that time, divided by the population Mt, P j0 = V j0 =M0: The ‡ow of dividends in (38)

therefore can be interpreted as the cash ‡ows to a typical (representative) investor in

the economy who invested in 1947.

What is the corresponding consumption Ct that ‡ows to this representative in-

vestor? We simply assume that it is given by the per-capita aggregate consumption

Ct = eCt=Mt, where eC t is de…ned as total consumption expenditures of non-durables

plus services, obtained from the National Income and Product Accounts (NIPA) for the

period 1947-2001. The de…nition Ct = eCt=Mt has three appealing features: First, it

is the natural assumption in an economy where population grows at the same rate as

the economy. Second, it is not contaminated by variables that are related to prices, as

other plausible de…nitions would have it. Third, data strongly endorse it, as we …nd that

log(Ct) is in fact strongly cointegrated with log
¡
DAt

¢
, where DAt denote the aggregate

dividends constructed according to the procedure above (see Table 1).27

Whenever we need to convert nominal quantities into real ones, we use the personal
27Our empirical …ndings turn out to be rather insensitive to the rescaling of both dividends and

consumption. Using simply the total amount of dividends paid every period t from each industry, and

using total market capitalization as price level Pt, for instance, yields very similar results. Other types

of rescaling also had minor e¤ects on the results in this paper.
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consumption expenditures de‡ator (PCE), also obtained from the NIPA tables.

(B) The calibration of preference parameters

The stationary density for the process Y in equation (4) depends only on three

parameters, Y , ¸ and b = k= (®2¾2c) and it is given by

Ã (Y ) =
e¡2b Y¡¸(Y¡¸) £ (Y ¡ ¸)¡2b¡2

R1
¸ e

¡2b Y¡¸(y¡¸) £ (y¡ ¸)¡2b¡2 dy
: (40)

We use equation (40) to compute the unconditional moments of aggregate variables.

We match these unconditional moments to their sample counterparts in the calibration

described in Section V. Speci…cally, we choose the parameters Y , ¸, k and ® to match

the following moments:

E
£
dRTWt

¤
E

£
rf (Y )

¤
E

h
¾2rf (Y )

i
E

·
P
C

(Y )
¸

E
£
dRTWt

¤
r
E

h
(dRTWt )2

i ;

to the corresponding sample counterparts. For instance, for the Sharpe ratio, we make

E
£
dRTWt

¤
r
E

h
(dRTWt )2

i =
R 1
¸ ¹

TW (Y )Ã (Y ) dYqR 1
¸ jj¾TW (Y ) jj2Ã (Y ) dY

= Data.

(C) The share process

We prove the claim made in Section II.B that sit ¸ 0 and
Pn
i=0 s

i
t = 1 for all t. The

process described in equation (8) is a special case of a more general VAR model with

dsit =

Ã
nX

j=0

sjt¸ji

!
dt + sit

¡
vi¡s0tv

¢
dB0
t

where v is a N £ N matrix v = [v0; :::; vn]0 ; (I) ¸ji > 0 and (II) ¸ii = ¡ P
k 6=i ¸ik . A

solution to this system of stochastic di¤erential equations is known to exist (see Liptser

and Shyriaiev (1977, Ch. 9)). In addition, Pr (si¿ > 0) = 1 for all …nite ¿, and it is easy

to see that if
Pn
i=0 s

i
0 = 1, then

Pn
i=0 s

i
t = 1 for all t > 0; as d (

Pn
i=0 s

i
t) = 0dt+0dBt = 0.

Finally, we have to show that (8) can be obtained as a special case for a choice of the
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parameters ¸ji. We concentrate then only on the drift. First, for i = 1; ::; n; we can

impose the condition s0t = 1 ¡ Pn
j=1 s

j
t , so that

Pn
j=0 s

j
t¸ji = s0t¸0i +

Pn
j=1 s

j
t¸ji =

¸0i+
Pn
j=1 s

j
t (¸ji ¡ ¸0i). Thus, imposing the restriction ¸0i = Áisi and ¸ji¡ ¸0i = 0 for

j 6= i; 0 we …nd that the drift of share dsit is

nX

j=0

sjt¸ji = Á
isi + sit (¸ii ¡ ¸0i) = Áisi + sit

¡
¸ii ¡ Áisi

¢

The next step is to show that we can de…ne ¸ii¡Áisi = ¡Ái without violating conditions

(I) and (II) above. Imposing (II), we have ¸ii = ¡ P
k 6=i ¸ik = ¡¸i0 ¡ P

k 6=i;0 ¸ik. Since

the above restrictions hold for each k = 1; :::; n, we have ¸ik = ¸0k = Áksk > 0. Thus,
P
k 6=i;0 ¸ik =

P
k 6=i;0 Á

ksk which implies that

¸ii ¡ Áisi = ¡Ái i¤ ¸i0 = Ái ¡
X

k6=0

Áksk

We notice that ¸i0 was still a free parameter so far. Clearly, condition (I) is then also

satis…ed if ¸i0 > 0 for all i, which occurs if for all i = 1; :::; n Ái >
Pn
k=1 Á

ksk for all

i = 1; :::; n.

(D) Proofs

We assume throughout that E
£R1

0 e
¡½¿Y¿d¿

¤
<1. De…ne for convenience ¾c =

(¾c;0; :::; 0). From (4), an application of Ito’s Lemma yields the process for St = 1=Yt:

dSt=St =
¡
k

¡
1 ¡ Y St

¢
+ (1 ¡ ¸St)2 ®2¾2c

¢
dt + (1 ¡ ¸St)®¾cdB0

t: (41)

The pricing kernel is given by

mt = uc (Ct;Xt; t) = e¡ÁtYt=Ct (42)

and it follows the process dmt=mt = ¡rtdt+ ¾mdB0
t where

rt = Á+ ¹c ¡ ¾2c + k
¡
1 ¡ Y St

¢
¡ ® (1 ¡ ¸St) ¾2c ; (43)

¾m = ¡ (1 + ® (1 ¡ St¸))¾c: (44)
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Proof of Proposition 1 and 2: Proposition 1 is a special case of the result

in Proposition 2, for sit = 1 for all t. (a) From (15) with sgt = sit, and the fact that

sit+¿Yt+¿ < Yt+¿ almost surely, we can use Fubini Theorem, and invert the order of

integration, P it = Ct=Yt
R1
t Et

£
sit+¿Yt+¿

¤
d¿ . The assumption Et [dsitdct] = 0 implies

that Et [dsitdYt] = 0, and thus28

Et
£
sit+¿Yt+¿

¤
= Et

£
sit+¿

¤
Et [Yt+¿ ] =

³
si +

¡
sit ¡ si

¢
e¡Á

i¿
´¡
Y +

¡
Yt ¡ Y

¢
e¡k¿

¢

Substituting this expression in the pricing formula, tedious calculus derivations yield

equation (20) with

ai0 =
1

½+ k + Ái
, ai1 = a

i
0
kY
½ + Ái

, ai2 = a
i
0
Ái

½+ k
; ai3 = ai0

ÁikY
½

µ
1
½ + k

+
1

½+ Ái

¶
(45)

Part (b): An application of Ito’s lemma to (20), together with (41) yields dP it =P it =

¹P;tdt + ¾iP;tdBt where

¾iP;t = ¾c +
¡
(a0 + a1St) sit¾i (s) +

¡
a3si + ai1sit

¢
St (1 ¡ ¸St)®¾c

¢
¡
sitai0 + ai1Stsit + ai2si + ai3siSt

¢ (46)

The excess return process dRit = (dP it +Ditdt) =P it ¡ rtdt has the same di¤usion as

(46), ¾iR;t = ¾
i
P;t. Equilibrium requires that E [dRit] = ¡¾iR;t¾ 0m, where the stochastic

discount factor is in (42). Since E [dsitdct] = 0 for all i, we have ¾i (s)¾0m = 0, which

implies

E
£
dRit

¤
= (1 + ® (1 ¡ St¸))

Ã
1 +

¡
a3si + ai1sit

¢
St (1 ¡ ¸St)®

sitai0 + ai1Stsit + ai2si + ai3siSt

!
¾2c (47)

Finally, substituting for aij’s from in (45), a little algebra shows that

a3si + ai1sit
sitai0 + ai2si +

¡
ai1sit + ai3si

¢
St

=
kY

½
³
f

³
si
sit

´
+ 1

´
+ kY St

28It can be checked that Et [Y¿ ] = Y +
¡
Yt ¡ Y

¢
e¡k(¿¡t) (see Karatzas and Shreve (1991), equation

6.34, page 361.)
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where

f
µ
si

sit

¶
=

³
1 + Ái

½+k
si
sit

´

³
Ái

³
1
½+k +

1
½+Ái

´
si
sit
+ ½
½+Ái

´ ¡ 1 (48)

In addition, it is immediate to see that f (1) = 0 and f 0 (x) < 0 for all x.¥
Proof of Proposition 3: Part (a). From (47) and (20) we have

E
£
dRit

¤
= (1 + ® (1 ¡ St¸))

µ
1 +
Ct
P it

¡
a3si + ai1s

i
t

¢
St (1 ¡ ¸St)®

¶
¾2c

Using the de…nition Dit = sitCt, and de…ning ¾S (St) = St (1 ¡ ¸St)®, equation (22)

follows with

b0 (St) = (1 + ® (1 ¡ St¸)) ¾2c ; b1 (St) = b0 (S) a1i¾S (St) ; b2 (St) = b0 (St) ¾S (St) a3si

(49)

Part (b) follows immediately from collecting si=sit in the price dividend ratio formula

(20) and substituting it into (12), where we obtain in addition to m1 (St) as in (24), the

intercept

mi0 (St; st) = ¹c ¡ Ái ¡ Ái (a
i
0 + ai1St)

(ai2 + ai3St)
¡ 1

2
¾i (st)¾i (st)0 : (50)

¥

Proof of Proposition 4: Part (a). As in the proof of Proposition 2, from P it =

Ct
R1
t e

¡½tEt
£
sit+¿

¤
d¿ and Et

£
sit+¿

¤
= si +

¡
sit ¡ si

¢
e¡Ái¿ , the result (25) follows. Part

(b). From Ito’s Lemma applied to (25) we have dP it =P it = ¾iP;tdBt + o (dt) where o (dt)

collects all the “dt” terms, and where ¾iP;t = ¾c +
³
1 + Ái

½
si
sit

´¡1
¾ (st). As in part (b)

of Proposition 2, from E [dRit] = ¡¾iR;t¾0m , the fact that ¾iR;t = ¾
i
P;t and that with no

habit ¾m = ¾c, the result follows from ¾ (st)¾ 0c = µ
i
CF ¡ Pn

j=0 µ
j
CFs

j
t : Part (c) follows

trivially from (a) and (b) upon substitution. ¥

Sketch of the derivation of general approximate pricing formulas

Let qit = sitYt. As in the proof of Proposition 2, we can write P it = Ct=Yt
R1
0 e

¡½¿Et
£
qit+¿

¤
d¿ :

Using Ito’s lemma

dqit =

(
Ái

¡
Ytsi ¡ qit

¢
+ k

¡
sitY ¡ qit

¢
¡ ® (Yt ¡ ¸) sitµiCF + (Yt ¡ ¸) sit

nX

j=1

sjtµ
j
CF

)
dt
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+

(
qit

Ã
vi ¡

nX

j=1

sjtvj

!
¡ sit (Yt ¡ ¸)®¾c

)
dB0
t

We now use (10) and approximate the term
Pn
j=1 s

j
tµ
j
CF by E

hPn
j=1 s

j
tµ
j
CF

i
=

Pn
j=1 s

jµjCF =

0: Thus, the pricing is based on the approximating process:

dqit =
©
ÁisiYt +

¡
kY + ®¸µiCF

¢
sit ¡

¡
Ái + k + ®µiCF

¢
qit

ª
dt

+

(
qit

Ã
vi ¡

nX

j=1

sjtvj

!
¡ sit (Yt ¡ ¸)®¾c

)
dB0
t

De…ne Zt = (Yt; qit ; sit)
0 : This evolves according to the system dZt = (A0 +A1Zt) dt +

§ (Yt;st) dB0
t where A0 =

¡
kY ;0; Áisi

¢0
,

A1 =

0
BBB@

¡k 0 0

Áisi ¡
¡
Ái + k + ®µiCF

¢
kY + ¸®µiCF

0 0 ¡Ái

1
CCCA

and§ (Yt;st) is a 3£n appropriate matrix. We assume throughout that
¡
Ái + k + ®µiCF

¢
>

0. SinceA1 admits 3 distinct real eigenvalues, we haveEt [Zt+¿ ] = ª (¿ )Zt+
R ¿
t ª (¿ ¡ s)A0ds,

with ª (¿ ) = U exp (¤ ¢ ¿ )U¡1, where exp (¤ ¢ ¿) is the diagonal matrix with [exp (¤ ¢ ¿)]ii =
e¸i¿ , where ¸i’s are the eigenvalues of A1; and U is the matrix of associated eigenvectors.

Direct computation shows that

ª (¿) =

0
BBB@

e¡k¿ 0 0
Ái si

Ái+®µiCF

³
e¡k¿ ¡ e¡(k+Ái+®µiCF)¿

´
e¡(k+Á

i+®µiCF)¿ (kY +¸®µiCF )
k+®µiCF

³
e¡Á

i¿¡e¡(k+Ái+®µiCF)¿
´

0 0 e¡Á
i¿

1
CCCA

Therefore, Et
£
qit+¿

¤
= e2Et [Zt+¿ ] = e2ª (¿ )Zt +

R ¿
0 e2ª (¿ ¡ s)A0ds, where e2 =

(0;1; 0). At this point, it is just a matter of tedious algebra to show that the two terms

in

Et
·Z 1

t
e¡½(¿¡t)qi¿d¿

¸
=

Z 1

0
e¡½¿ e2ª (¿ )Ztd¿ +

Z 1

0
e¡½¿

Z ¿

0
e2ª (¿ ¡ s)A0dsd¿ (51)
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are given by

Z 1

0
e¡½¿

Z ¿

0
e2ª (¿ ¡ s)A0dsd¿ = bai0Áisi

(
kY

½ (½+ k)
+

¡
kY + ¸ ®µiCF

¢

½
¡
½ + Ái

¢
)

Z 1

0
e¡½¿ e2ª (¿)Ztd¿ = bai0

(
Ái si

(½ + k)
Yt + qit +

¡
kY + ¸®µiCF

¢

(½+ ·)
sit

)

where bai0 =
¡
½ + k + Ái + ®µiCF

¢¡1. Substituting into (51) we …nd (29) with

bai1 = bai0
kY + ¸ ®µiCF¡
½ + Ái

¢ ; bai2 = bai0
Ái

½ + k
; bai3 = bai0

Ái

½

µ
kY
½ + k

+
kY + ¸® µiCF
½+ Ái

¶
(52)

We …nally compute the formula for expected returns. From (29) the di¤usion of

the capital gain return process dP it =P it is as in equation (46), with the aij’s substituted

with baij’s. The same argument implies that expected returns must be given by E [dRit] =

¡¾iR;t¾0m . Computing this product explicitly, using the fact that P it =Ct = sitbai0+bai1Stsit+
bai2si + bai3siSt, and the de…nition Dit = sitCt; we then …nd

E
£
dRit

¤
= (1 + ® (1 ¡ St¸))

µ
¾2 +

Dit
P it

¡
bai0 + bai1St

¢
¾i (s)¾ 0c +

µ
bai3si
Ct
P it

+ bai1
Dit
P it

¶
St (1 ¡ ¸St)®¾2

¶

Finally, we use the approximation
Pn
j=1 s

j
tµ
j
CF ¼ 0 to approximate ¾i (s)¾c = µiCF ¡

Pn
j=1 s

j
t µ
j
CF ¼ µiCF to obtain equation (30) with bb0 (St) = b0 (St) in (49), and

bb1 (St) = bb0 (St)
µ¡

bai0 + bai1St
¢ µiCF
¾2c

+ bai1¾S (S)
¶

; bb2 (St) = bb0 (St)bai3si¾S (S) ; (53)

where recall that ¾S (S) = St (1 ¡ ¸tSt)®. The derivation regarding the predictability

of dividend growth is the same as in Proposition 3.¥
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Table 1
Model parameters and moments of aggregate quantities

Panel A: Preference parameters and consumption parameters

½ ¹Y k ¸ ® ¹C ¾C
0.04 33.97 0.16 20.00 79.39 0.02 0.01

Panel B: Aggregate Moments

E(R) V ol(R) E(rf ) V ol(rf ) Ave(PC/100) SR
Data 0.07 0.16 0.01 0.01 0.30 0.46
Model 0.07 0.23 0.01 0.04 0.30 0.31

Panel C: Share Process

Industry ¹si Ái µ Cov(dc;d±) HW Test
(x1000) (x1000) LR

Constr. 0.04 0.52 -0.12 0.05 14.26 ¤

Railroads 0.09 0.20 -0.47 -0.30 12.91 ¤¤

Retail 0.04 0.20 -0.09 0.08 22.95 ¤

Petroleum 0.52 0.16 -0.20 -0.02 12.29 ¤¤

Mining 0.05 0.16 -0.33 -0.15 3.93
Elect.Eq. 0.09 0.14 -0.21 -0.03 10.21 ¤¤

Apparel 0.01 0.12 -0.16 0.01 6.18
Machinery 0.12 0.11 -0.10 0.08 19.92 ¤

Paper 0.05 0.11 -0.19 -0.02 14.13 ¤

Other Transp. 0.01 0.09 -0.06 0.11 11.03 ¤¤

Dept.Stores 0.09 0.09 -0.03 0.15 14.83 ¤

Transp.Eq. 0.25 0.08 0.27 0.44 7.91
Manufact. 0.05 0.06 -0.13 0.05 3.63
Other 0.17 0.06 -0.08 0.09 11.85 ¤¤

Fab.Metals 0.03 0.05 -0.17 0.00 21.13 ¤

Financial 0.05 0.04 -0.02 0.15 27.30 ¤

Chemical 0.29 0.03 -0.14 0.03 9.33 ¤¤¤

Prim.Metals 0.12 0.01 -0.32 -0.14 1.19
Utilities 0.10 0.00 -0.06 0.11 4.85
Food 0.15 0.00 -0.09 0.09 5.30
Mkt.Pt‡. 2.22 0.07 -0.10 0.07 16.70 ¤

Notes to Table 1: Panel A: Annualized preference and consumption process parameters chosen to
calibrate the mean average excess returns, the average price consumption ratio, the average risk free
rate and its volatility, and the Sharpe ratio of the market portfolio. Panel B: Expected excess return
of the market portfolio, E(R), standard deviation of returns of the market portfolio, V ol(R), expected
risk free rate, E(rf ), standard deviation of the risk free rate, V ol(rf), average price consumption ratio,
Ave(PC/100), and Sharpe ratio of the market portfolio, SR. Panel C: Estimates of the long run mean,
si; and the speed of mean reversion Ái; cash ‡ow risk, µi

CF ; and covariance between dividend growth
and consumption growth, cov(d±i

t; dct) for each industry. Industries are ordered, in this and subsequent
tables, according to the parameter Ái. The last column describes the likelihood ratio statistic for testing
the null of no cointegration versus the alternative of cointegration with the prespeci…ed cointegrating
vector as described in Horvath and Watson (1995). Entries marked with *, **, and *** denotes those
industries for which the null of no cointegration can be rejected at the 1%, 5 % and 10 %, respectively.
All entries in the table are in annual units.
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TABLE 2
Price dividend ratios

Panel A: All Industries

Surplus from consumption Surplus from Pmkt=Dmkt

®0 ®1 se(®0) se(®1) R2 ®0 ®1 se(®0) se(®1) R2

1.43 0.55 0.30 0.09 0.20 1.45 0.55 0.30 0.09 0.20

Panel B: Individual Industries

Surplus from consumption Surplus from Pmkt=Dmkt

®0 ®1 se(®0) se(®1) R2 ®0 ®1 se(®0) se(®1) R2

Construction 1.88 0.38 0.66 0.18 0.17 1.28 0.57 0.43 0.12 0.49
Railroads 1.18 0.54 0.35 0.11 0.42 0.50 0.75 0.46 0.14 0.59
Retail 2.27 0.36 0.61 0.17 0.11 0.80 0.82 0.39 0.12 0.55
Petroleum 1.55 0.44 0.46 0.13 0.21 0.20 0.86 0.29 0.09 0.76
Mining 1.39 0.62 0.83 0.22 0.33 1.31 0.65 0.48 0.13 0.57
Electric Eq. 2.53 0.28 0.52 0.15 0.04 -0.78 1.31 0.41 0.13 0.67
Apparel 1.36 0.52 0.35 0.11 0.32 1.27 0.55 0.30 0.10 0.49
Machinery 1.63 0.57 0.41 0.13 0.16 0.73 0.85 0.41 0.13 0.53
Paper 2.19 0.33 0.39 0.12 0.11 0.19 0.96 0.48 0.15 0.60
Other Transport. 0.47 0.90 0.51 0.15 0.48 0.27 0.98 0.27 0.08 0.68
Dept. Stores 1.37 0.63 0.64 0.19 0.19 -0.30 1.15 0.31 0.09 0.73
Transport Eq. 1.65 0.38 0.62 0.18 0.14 0.85 0.64 0.26 0.07 0.58
Manufacturing 2.68 0.31 0.65 0.21 0.04 -0.00 1.13 0.55 0.18 0.47
Other 2.11 0.35 0.58 0.18 0.10 0.16 0.95 0.44 0.14 0.69
Fab. Metals 1.79 0.44 0.56 0.17 0.13 -0.17 1.04 0.32 0.10 0.79
Financial 2.28 0.29 0.41 0.12 0.09 0.05 0.99 0.20 0.06 0.84
Chemical 2.47 0.27 0.39 0.13 0.08 -0.03 1.04 0.24 0.07 0.81
Prim. Metals 1.28 0.52 0.41 0.12 0.28 0.63 0.72 0.39 0.12 0.61
Utilities 1.93 0.27 0.58 0.18 0.06 0.88 0.60 0.73 0.23 0.26
Food 2.44 0.24 0.61 0.18 0.06 0.45 0.86 0.41 0.13 0.65

Notes to Table 2: Panel A: Parameter estimates of the cross sectional regression

ln
µ

P i
t

Di
t

¶
= ®0 + ®1ln

³
dPD

i
t

´
+ "i

t;

where dPD
i
t is the price dividend ratio implied by the model. That is, given the parameter values for

the cash ‡ow processes, preference and consumption contained in Table 1, we feed our pricing formula,
equation (29), the observed consumption and dividend realizations to obtain dPD

i
t. The results are

reported both for the case where the surplus consumption ratio is obtained from consumption shocks
and also for the case where the total wealth portfolio is approximated by the market portfolio and
expression (17) is used to obtain a time series of St. Standard errors are denoted by se(®0) and se(®1)
for the intercept and the slope coe¢cients, respectively. We use the Fama-MacBeth methodology, and
standard errors are adjusted for heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation. Adjusted R2 are also reported.
Panel B: Parameter estimates of analogous time series regressions, industry by industry. Standard
errors are adjusted for heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation. The sample period is 1947-2001 and the
data is quarterly.
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TABLE 3
The predictability of dividend growth

Panel A: Market Portfolio
Relative Share PD Ratio Multivariate Regression

Horizon ¹si

si
t

se( ¹si

si
t
) R2 P i

t
Di

t
se(Pi

t
Di

t
) R2 ¹si

si
t

P i
t

Di
t

se( ¹si

si
t
) se(Pi

t
Di

t
) R2

1 year 0.11 ¤ 0.05 0.05 -0.43 1.57 0.00 0.11 ¤ -0.09 0.05 1.57 0.04
4 year 0.68 ¤ 0.26 0.31 -0.75 7.51 0.00 0.68 ¤ 0.62 0.27 6.22 0.30
7 year 0.92 ¤ 0.26 0.41 -6.83 8.28 0.05 0.89 ¤ -4.10 0.32 6.59 0.41

Panel B: Pooled Regressions
Horizon ¹si

si
t

se( ¹si

si
t
) R2 P i

t
Di

t
se(Pi

t
Di

t
) R2 ¹si

si
t

P i
t

Di
t

se( ¹si

si
t
) se(Pi

t
Di

t
) R2

1 year 0.09 ¤ 0.02 0.06 3.69 ¤ 0.76 0.04 0.08 ¤ 2.82 ¤ 0.02 0.63 0.08
4 year 0.28 ¤ 0.06 0.20 8.38 ¤ 2.50 0.10 0.25 ¤ 5.43 ¤ 0.06 1.91 0.23
7 year 0.35 ¤ 0.09 0.24 5.83 ¤ 2.72 0.10 0.34 ¤ 3.12 0.09 2.07 0.24

Panel C: Individual Industries (4 year horizon)
Industry ¹si

si
t

se( ¹si

si
t
) R2 P i

t
Di

t
se(Pi

t
Di

t
) R2 ¹si

si
t

P i
t

Di
t

se( ¹si

si
t
) se(Pi

t
Di

t
) R2

Constr. 0.68 ¤ 0.29 0.35 15.80 15.63 0.07 0.65 ¤ 10.65 0.27 8.44 0.36
Railroads 0.58 ¤ 0.14 0.37 33.70 ¤ 8.00 0.29 0.43 ¤ 13.46 ¤ 0.13 4.23 0.38
Retail 0.49 ¤ 0.23 0.19 8.32 5.99 0.10 0.41 ¤ 3.93 0.19 6.46 0.19
Petroleum 0.60 ¤ 0.17 0.31 7.36 12.47 0.02 0.60 ¤ 0.97 0.15 6.22 0.29
Mining 0.30 0.23 0.08 16.07 ¤ 8.20 0.22 0.03 15.49 0.24 10.09 0.20
Elect.Eq. 0.67 ¤ 0.14 0.29 1.99 5.98 0.01 0.71 ¤ 3.80 0.15 5.37 0.30
Apparel 0.44 ¤ 0.08 0.39 12.49 8.49 0.11 0.44 ¤ -0.63 0.09 4.00 0.37
Machinery 0.64 ¤ 0.09 0.43 12.22 7.36 0.19 0.59 ¤ 9.55 ¤ 0.06 3.34 0.54
Paper 0.72 ¤ 0.18 0.38 1.24 3.91 0.00 0.73 ¤ 2.55 0.14 2.08 0.38
Other Transp. 0.66 ¤ 0.14 0.40 12.05 10.08 0.13 0.69 ¤ -1.68 0.13 5.32 0.39
Dept.Stores 0.87 ¤ 0.31 0.43 6.85 6.18 0.08 0.86 ¤ 0.08 0.31 3.51 0.42
Transp.Eq. 0.43 ¤ 0.09 0.34 38.71 ¤ 16.22 0.27 0.34 ¤ 26.78 ¤ 0.09 13.04 0.44
Manufact. 0.11 0.13 0.03 0.06 1.60 0.00 0.11 0.21 0.14 1.60 0.01
Other 0.37 ¤ 0.15 0.27 3.53 6.06 0.01 0.37 ¤ 3.04 0.15 4.77 0.27
Fab.Metals 0.74 ¤ 0.22 0.34 13.81 9.39 0.18 0.63 ¤ 6.78 0.19 7.92 0.37
Financial 0.54 ¤ 0.20 0.19 -5.13 6.14 0.03 0.55 ¤ -5.61 0.22 5.21 0.21
Chemical 0.12 0.15 0.02 -5.85 3.42 0.08 0.17 -6.71 0.15 3.51 0.10
Prim.Metals 0.11 ¤ 0.04 0.17 32.61 16.79 0.26 0.04 26.60 0.04 20.01 0.26
Utilities -0.09 0.07 0.07 8.26 ¤ 3.47 0.16 -0.02 7.66 ¤ 0.07 3.23 0.14
Food -0.16 0.15 0.05 -2.11 9.01 0.01 -0.16 -1.60 0.16 8.92 0.03

Notes to Table 3: Dividend growth predictability regressions for market portfolio (Panel A), pooled
individual industries (Panel B) and individual industries (Panel C). For each of the three cases, the
predictive regression is

¢dt;t+k = ® + ¯Xt + "t+k

where ¢di
t;t+¿ denotes the cumulative dividend growth between time t and t+¿ , Xt is either the relative

share s
st

, the price dividend ratio Pt
Dt

, or both (heading multivariate regression). The pooled regression
in Panel B uses …xed e¤ects. For each regression we report the corresponding Newey-West adjusted
standard errors, where the number of lags is double the number of years in the forecasting horizon. A
star “*” on the regression coe¢cient indicates statistical signi…cance at the 5% level. The last column
under each heading reports the adjusted R2. The sample period is 1947-2001. Data is annual.



TABLE 4
The Predictability of dividend growth: Simulations

Panel A: Simulation Results
Horizon = 1 year Horizon = 4 years

Industry ¹si=si
t R2 P i

t=Di
t R2 ¹si=si

t R2 P i
t =Di

t R2

Mkt Pt‡ 0.07 0.03 0.50 0.01 0.25 0.09 1.97 0.02
Constr. 0.38 0.21 9.66 0.15 0.86 0.30 22.11 0.22
Railroads 0.19 0.11 4.99 0.08 0.59 0.24 15.35 0.17
Retail 0.18 0.09 3.14 0.04 0.59 0.21 10.10 0.09
Petroleum 0.16 0.08 2.34 0.04 0.51 0.19 7.36 0.08
Mining 0.13 0.08 4.00 0.06 0.44 0.18 13.23 0.14
Elect.Eq. 0.14 0.07 1.85 0.03 0.46 0.17 6.28 0.07
Apparel 0.11 0.06 2.82 0.04 0.39 0.15 9.94 0.10
Machinery 0.11 0.06 2.37 0.03 0.38 0.14 8.54 0.08
Paper 0.10 0.05 1.58 0.02 0.36 0.13 5.57 0.06
Dept.Stores 0.09 0.05 2.81 0.04 0.32 0.13 10.03 0.09
Other Transp. 0.08 0.04 1.59 0.02 0.29 0.11 5.84 0.05
Transp.Eq. 0.07 0.04 2.24 0.02 0.26 0.10 8.04 0.06
Other 0.06 0.03 1.19 0.01 0.20 0.08 4.42 0.03
Manufact. 0.06 0.03 0.76 0.01 0.24 0.09 3.05 0.02
Fab.Metals 0.06 0.03 1.37 0.02 0.22 0.09 5.00 0.04
Financial 0.04 0.02 0.73 0.01 0.16 0.06 3.35 0.02
Chemical 0.03 0.02 0.70 0.01 0.11 0.05 3.15 0.02
Prim.Metals 0.01 0.01 0.88 0.01 0.03 0.02 3.35 0.02
Utilities 0.00 0.00 -0.06 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.33 0.00
Food 0.00 0.00 0.20 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.92 0.00

Panel B: Data vs Model Predictions
Horizon = 1 year Horizon = 4 years

¹si=si
t R2 P i

t=Di
t R2 ¹si=si

t R2 P i
t =Di

t R2

a0 0.07 0.05 2.07 0.05 0.17 0.14 3.09 0.08
a1 0.83 0.58 1.14 0.45 0.83 0.91 1.03 0.46
se(a0) 0.03 0.02 1.23 0.02 0.10 0.04 4.20 0.03
se(a1) 0.30 0.32 0.66 0.55 0.22 0.27 0.45 0.42
R2 0.39 0.20 0.24 0.07 0.40 0.25 0.19 0.07

Notes to Table 4: Panel A: Simulation results of the time series regressions ¢di
t;t+k = ®+¯Xi

t +"i
t+k

for k = 1, 4 years,for the market portfolio (line Mkt Pt‡) and each of the twenty industry portfolios.
¢di

t;t+¿ denotes the cumulative dividend growth between time t and t + ¿ , and the regressor is either

Xi
t = si=si

t, the industry i’s relative share, or Xi
t = P i

t
Di

t
, the price dividend ratio. Simulations are based

on 40,000 quarters of dividend and consumption data. Panel B: Results of the cross sectional regression
of the coe¢cients of the dividend growth predictability regression on their population counterparts
obtained in simulations, that is,

^̄Data;i
X = a0 + a1^̄

Simulation;i
X + ";

where ^̄Data;i
X is the data coe¢cient associated with either the relative share or the price dividend ratio

(from Table III for the four year regression) and ^̄Simulation;i
X is the population counterpart (from Panel

A). The column denoted R2 reports the corresponding cross sectional regression of the data R2 on its
population counterpart. For each cross sectional regression, we report the standard errors, se(a0) and
se(a1), and the R2 (R2 in Panel B).



TABLE 5
The predictability of returns: dividend yields and consumption to price ratio

Panel A: Market Portfolio
Horizon Di

t
P i

t
se(Di

t
Pi

t
) R2 Di

t
Pi

t

Ct
P i

t
se(Di

t
Pi

t
) se( C

Pi
t
) R2

1 year 4.78 ¤ 1.46 0.12 4.78 ¤ -28.81 1.47 57.64 0.12
4 year 11.72 ¤ 5.29 0.24 11.72 ¤ 55.57 5.22 230.48 0.24
7 year 25.42 ¤ 5.95 0.49 25.42 ¤ 54.77 5.83 267.17 0.49

Panel B: Pooled Regression
Horizon Di

t
P i

t
se(Di

t
Pi

t
) R2 Di

t
Pi

t

Ct
P i

t
se(Di

t
Pi

t
) se( C

Pi
t
) R2

1 year 2.94 ¤ 0.38 0.06 2.94 ¤ 0.41 ¤ 0.36 0.11 0.07
4 year 7.40 ¤ 1.24 0.15 7.40 ¤ 1.10 ¤ 1.17 0.29 0.17
7 year 13.84 ¤ 2.18 0.25 13.84 ¤ 1.97 ¤ 2.05 0.47 0.29

Panel C: Individual industries (4 year horizon)

Industry Di
t

P i
t

se(Di
t

Pi
t
) R2 Di

t
Pi

t

Ct
P i

t
se(Di

t
Pi

t
) se( C

Pi
t
) R2

Constr. 4.03 3.06 0.08 4.03 2.01 2.15 1.16 0.16
Railroads 4.06 ¤ 1.61 0.11 4.06 ¤ 3.50 ¤ 1.10 1.39 0.18
Retail 11.37 ¤ 4.85 0.29 11.37 ¤ 0.35 4.86 1.48 0.29
Petroleum 3.89 2.20 0.08 3.89 ¤ 58.56 ¤ 0.92 7.23 0.48
Mining 2.89 3.39 0.03 2.89 ¤ 9.67 ¤ 1.19 1.99 0.37
Elect.Eq. 14.00 7.76 0.17 14.00 5.33 7.60 7.60 0.18
Apparel 9.72 ¤ 3.47 0.25 9.72 ¤ 0.53 ¤ 2.44 0.25 0.31
Machinery 4.44 6.85 0.03 4.44 26.96 ¤ 3.64 4.35 0.53
Paper 15.53 ¤ 3.54 0.39 15.53 ¤ 6.98 ¤ 2.00 1.49 0.53
Other Transp. 10.31 6.36 0.16 10.31 ¤ 2.13 ¤ 4.10 1.00 0.27
Dept.Stores 9.86 5.51 0.17 9.86 2.53 5.28 3.23 0.17
Transp.Eq. 5.97 3.77 0.10 5.97 10.29 3.95 6.22 0.18
Manufact. 13.56 ¤ 6.90 0.19 13.56 ¤ 3.79 ¤ 6.50 1.66 0.26
Other 7.18 5.62 0.08 7.18 3.18 5.57 5.67 0.08
Fab.Metals 12.46 ¤ 3.50 0.33 12.46 ¤ 0.87 3.43 1.14 0.33
Financial 14.63 ¤ 5.51 0.25 14.63 ¤ 0.61 5.48 2.37 0.25
Chemical 18.99 ¤ 4.01 0.38 18.99 ¤ -17.63 4.34 21.13 0.41
Prim.Metals 9.35 5.69 0.19 9.35 0.36 5.68 1.11 0.19
Utilities 2.89 2.67 0.05 2.89 0.01 2.67 2.17 0.05
Food 13.78 ¤ 4.83 0.31 13.78 ¤ -7.65 4.81 4.56 0.36

Notes to Table 5: Return predictability regressions for the market portfolio (Panel A), pooled individ-
ual industries (Panel B) and individual industries (Panel C). For each of the three cases, the predictive
regression is

rt;t+k = ® +¯Xt + "t+k

where ri
t;t+¿ denotes the cumulative log excess return between time t and t + ¿ , Xt = Dt

Pt
, or Xt =h

Dt
Pt

; Ct
Pt

i
, where the consumption price ratio is orthogonalized with respect to the dividend yield. The

pooled regression in Panel B uses …xed e¤ects. For each regression we report the corresponding Newey-
West adjusted standard errors, where the number of lags is double the number of years in the forecasting
horizon. A star “*” on the regression coe¢cient indicates statistical signi…cance at the 5% level. The
last column under each heading reports the adjusted R2. The sample period is 1947-2001. Data is
quarterly.



TABLE 6
The Predictability of returns: Simulations

Panel A: Simulation Results
Horizon = 1 year Horizon = 4 year

Univariate Multivariate Univariate Multivariate
Industry Di

t
Pi

t
R2 Di

t
Pi

t

Ct
P i

t
R2 Di

t
Pi

t
R2 Di

t
Pi

t

Ct
Pi

t
R2

(x1000) (x1000)
Mkt. Pt‡ 4.00 0.06 4.00 39.99 0.06 10.37 0.15 10.37 98.91 0.15
Constr. 2.15 0.03 2.15 1.34 0.06 5.53 0.08 5.53 3.46 0.15
Railroads 2.17 0.03 2.17 3.12 0.06 5.40 0.07 5.40 8.49 0.15
Retail 3.36 0.05 3.36 1.44 0.06 8.61 0.12 8.61 3.87 0.15
Petroleum 3.59 0.06 3.59 14.57 0.06 9.32 0.14 9.32 38.75 0.15
Mining 2.29 0.03 2.29 1.48 0.06 5.76 0.08 5.76 3.93 0.14
Elect.Eq. 3.44 0.05 3.44 3.56 0.06 8.96 0.13 8.96 8.85 0.15
Apparel 2.96 0.04 2.96 0.32 0.06 7.62 0.10 7.62 0.83 0.14
Machinery 3.27 0.05 3.27 3.75 0.06 8.38 0.12 8.38 9.58 0.15
Paper 3.71 0.06 3.71 1.25 0.06 9.67 0.14 9.67 2.99 0.15
Other Transp. 2.55 0.03 2.55 0.41 0.06 6.50 0.08 6.50 1.08 0.14
Dept.Stores 3.42 0.05 3.42 2.67 0.06 8.87 0.12 8.87 6.76 0.15
Transp.Eq. 2.94 0.04 2.94 6.50 0.06 7.74 0.09 7.74 16.23 0.14
Manufact. 3.54 0.05 3.54 1.27 0.06 9.20 0.13 9.20 3.22 0.15
Other 3.76 0.06 3.76 4.65 0.06 9.62 0.13 9.62 12.80 0.15
Fab.Metals 3.58 0.05 3.58 0.69 0.06 9.19 0.12 9.19 1.84 0.15
Financial 3.74 0.05 3.74 0.99 0.06 9.60 0.13 9.60 2.49 0.15
Chemical 3.62 0.05 3.62 5.62 0.06 9.36 0.13 9.36 13.27 0.15
Prim.Metals 3.78 0.04 3.78 0.46 0.05 9.77 0.09 9.77 1.27 0.11
Utilities 4.17 0.06 4.17 0.00 0.06 10.88 0.15 10.88 0.00 0.15
Food 4.16 0.06 4.16 0.00 0.06 10.77 0.13 10.77 0.00 0.13

Panel B: Data versus Model Predictions
Horizon = 1 year Horizon = 4 year

Univariate Multivariate Univariate Multivariate
Di

t
Pi

t
R2 Di

t
Pi

t

Ct
P i

t
R2 Di

t
Pi

t
R2 Di

t
Pi

t

Ct
Pi

t
R2

a0 -0.26 0.01 -0.26 -1.19 0.24 -2.00 0.00 -2.00 -3.26 0.17
a1 1.15 1.48 1.15 0.89 -2.22 1.34 1.60 1.34 1.27 0.73
se(a0) 1.45 0.05 1.45 0.65 0.09 4.38 0.10 4.38 1.85 0.32
se(a1) 0.50 1.02 0.50 0.30 1.55 0.57 0.95 0.57 0.31 2.30
R2 0.20 0.11 0.20 0.48 0.04 0.20 0.12 0.20 0.57 0.00

Notes to Table 6: Panel A: Return predictability univariate regressions on Di
t=P i

t and multivariate
regressions on Di

t=P i
t and Ct=P i

t in simulated data for one and four year horizons. Simulations are based
on 40,000 quarters of dividend and consumption data. Results are for both the market portfolio (line
Mkt Pt‡) and the 20 industries. Panel B: Results of the cross sectional regression of the coe¢cients of
the return predictability regression, reported in Table 5 for the 4 year regression, on their population
counterparts obtained in simulations, that is,

^̄Data;i
X = a0 + a1^̄

Simulation;i
X + ";

where ^̄Data;i
X is the data coe¢cient associated with either the dividend yield or the consumption to price

ratio and ^̄Simulation;i
X is the population counterpart. The column denoted R2 reports the corresponding

cross sectional regression of the data R2 on its population counterpart. We report the standard errors,
se(a0) and se(a1) for each coe¢cient, and the R2 (denoted by R2 in last line of Panel B).



TABLE 7
The source of return predictability

Panel A: Data
¯D=P versus Ái and µi

Horizon ®0 ®1 ®2 (=100) se(®0) se(®1) se(®2) (=100) R2

1 year 3.87 -4.81 -15.36 0.53 1.74 17.55 0.13
4 years 11.38 -16.14 10.13 1.62 5.66 63.84 0.15
7 years 23.01 -35.05 55.40 3.02 10.58 132.86 0.21

¯C=P versus Ái and µi

1 year 0.36 7.78 -0.22 0.95 7.12 36.28 0.04
4 years 2.76 24.04 -13.33 3.16 26.40 111.26 0.04
7 years 7.26 28.04 -65.60 3.84 36.56 159.60 0.03

Panel B: Simulations
¯D=P versus Ái and µi

Horizon ®0 ®1 ®2 (=100) se(®0) se(®1) se(®2) (=100) R2

1 year 3.78 -3.62 5.19 0.17 0.66 9.67 0.51
4 years 9.82 -9.50 16.38 0.44 1.75 25.35 0.50
7 years 11.26 -10.92 18.85 0.51 2.09 28.89 0.49

¯C=P versus Ái and µi

1 year 2.68 3.15 23.91 0.86 5.53 37.01 0.02
4 years 6.73 8.67 52.53 2.18 14.55 95.15 0.02
7 years 7.87 9.96 52.68 2.51 17.34 107.54 0.01

Notes to Table 7: Panel A: The top panel reports the result of the cross-sectional regression of the
predictive regression coe¢cient ¯i

D=P (from Table 5) on the speed of mean reversion for the share, Ái,
and cash ‡ow risk parameter, µi

CF (from Table 1). The bottom panel in Panel A reports the same
quantities but for the predictive regression coe¢cient ¯i

C=P . Here ¯D=P and ¯C=P denote the regression
coe¢cients in the return predictability regression

ri
t;t+k = ¯i

0 + ¯i
D=P

µ
Di

t

P i
t

¶
+¯i

C=P

µ
Ct

P i
t

¶
+ "i

t;t+¿ for k = 1;4; 7 years,

where the data is quarterly and the sample period is 1947-2001. Results are for the one, four, and seven
year horizon. Panel B: Same as Panel A, but for simulated data, where these consist of 40,000 quarters
of simulated dividend and consumption data.
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Figure 1: Aggregate Quantities. a: Stationary density function of St. b: Price consumption
ratio of the total wealth portfolio. c: Expected excess returns and volatility of returns of the total
wealth portfolio, and the risk free rate. d: Sharpe ratio of the total wealth portfolio. The parameters
used are those of Table 1.

Figure 2: Predictive Regression Coe¢cients. Panels a and b: Theoretical slope coe¢cients
b1(S) and b2(S) on the dividend price ratio and consumption to price ratio, respectively, in the return
predictability regression. Panels c and d: Theoretical intercept m0(S; s) and slope coe¢cient m1(S) on
the price dividend ratio in the dividend growth predictability regression. In addition to the parameters
in Table 1, all plots use Á = 0:5 or 0:05, and µ = 2=10000 or ¡2=10000.

Figure 3: Log Price Dividend Ratios. a: Market Portfolio; b - d: Industries “Financials”,
“Paper” and “Utilities,” respectively. All panels plot the log price dividend ratio in the data (solid dot)
and implied by the model (dotted). The model-implied plots use the relative share si=si

t from the data,
and the surplus consumption ratio St, as arguments in the price function. For the market portfolio, the
surplus St is computed from consumption shocks, while for the three industry portfolios it is extracted
from the price dividend ratio of the market portfolio itself. The three industries are those with the
highest, median and lowest R2 from a time series regression of price dividend ratios onto the model
implied counterparts (Table 2).

Figure 4: Small Sample Simulation Results. Panel a: For each quantity reported on
the title of each panel and for each of the 20 industries on the horizontal axis, we report the 90%
con…dence bands obtained through the simulation of 1000 samples of 55 years each (solid lines) and the
data estimates (stars). The …rst two panels refer to the four year ahead predictive regression of future
dividend growth using the relative share si=si

t as predictor, while the second two panels refer to the
four year ahead predictive regression of future dividend growth using the price dividend ratio P i

t=Di
t as

predictor. Industries are ordered on the horizontal axis inversely to the size of their respective speed of
mean reversion Ái, estimated in Table 1 (Industry 1 has the largest speed of mean reversion Á). Panel b:
same quantities as in a, but for the multivariate four year ahead predictive regression of future returns,
where both the dividend yield Di

t=P
i
t and the consumption to price ratio Ct=P i

t are used as predictors.
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